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Not guilty pleas entered in home invasion case
By TOM I3ERRY
Staff Writer
ive persons indicted for involvement in the home invasion and
shooting of Murray businessman
Chuck Wynn have pleaded innocent to
all charges in Calloway County Circuit
Court.
Terrence Silas, 20, Cortez Beckman.
32 , Monta Harper, 25, Laken Knight.
18, all of Murray. and Haley Petty, 18 of
Sharon. Tenn.. all pleaded not guilty

F

during arraignment Monday wonting
before Circuit Judge Dennis Foust.
Two of the defendants are accused of
invading Wynn's home on Robin Hood
Lane shortly after midnight on July 13
when Wynn was allegedly beat by Silas
and Beckman in an alleged burglaryrobbery.
The shooting reportedly broke out
between Wynn and Silas after Wynn
produced a 357-caliber pistol from his
truck and opened fire. according to

estigaMurray PoilLe Department
tors. Both Wynn, owner of Pagliai's
Pizza & Italian Restaurant, and Silas
suffered gunshot wounds during the
incident. it was reported.
Murray Attorney Mike Ward, counsel
for Beckman. requested a " speedy"
Foust,
client.
his
for
trial
Mark
Attorney
Commonwealth's
Blankenship and other counsel for the
defendants agreed to set a trial date for
all five of the accused in January-

February 2011. Blankenship said he
expected the trial to last about three
days.
During a meeting of the grand jury last
week, both Beckman and Silas were
indicted for attempted murder, firstdegree lobbery. first-degree burglary
and being persistent felony offenders,
first-degree. The PFO charge is a Class
A felony while the other charges are

•See Page 3

Hopkins says
quality product
needed to stop
3-D backlash

AP Photo Isaac Brekken

MISS UNIVERSE: Miss
Mexico Jimena Navarrete
Miss Universe
crowned
2010 by Stefania Fernandez
during the Miss Universe
pageant, Monday, Aug. 23,
in Las Vegas.

AP sources:
Carter to
N. Korea to
free American
By MATTHEW LEE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former President Jimmy Carter
was preparing to leave for North
Korea on Tuesday to try to gain
the freedom of an American
imprisoned for illegally entering the communist nation. U.S.
officials said Monday night.
North Korea agreed to release
Aijalon Mahli Gomes if Carter
were to come to bring him
home, a senior U.S. official told
The Associated Press. Gomes,
of Boston, who was arrested on
Jan. 25 after entering North
Korea, was sentenced in April
to eight years in prison and

ing a shooting in 1999.

CCMS students challenged to start chain reaction of kindness
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Challenge" atter
Members of the sixth grade class at Calloway County Middle School sign a banner accepting "Rachel's
of kindness based
an all-school assembly Monday morning. The assembly challenged students to start a chain reaction
be shot and killed duron the thoughts and life of Rachel Scott, a student at Columbine High School who was the first to
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By KYSEH LOUGH
Staff Writer
Students at Calloway County
gathered
School
Middle
Monday morning to hear about
Rachel's Challenge. an inspirational program built on the
life and legacy of Rachel
Scott. the first student killed in
the April 20, 1999, shooting
spree at Columbine High

School.
Jimmy Braden. with the
Rachel's Challenge organization. presented an hour-long
program to the students in the
school's gymnasium, followed
by a presentation to parents
and community members
Monday evening.
Danielle Schwettman, coordinator of the Anchor Youth

Services Center at CCMS, is
credited with bringing the program to the school and said she
did so after seeing the program
at a conference she attended.
"When it was mentioned by
our principal, Tawnya Hunter,
it was easy to endorse this program and its powerful message," Schwettman said. "I
knew that our students needed

to hear the message of how
one small act of kindness can
go a long way.In his presentation to the students. he outlined the premise
behind Rachel's Challenge:
Start a chain reaction of kindness. Braden cited an essay
Scott wrote shortly before her

III See Page 2

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
It seems that every news article about 3-D movies in the last
few months has been about the
audience backlash against them,
but Brykui Hopkins of Cheri
Theatres says enthusiasm for
the format can be regained if
Hollywood studios focus more
on quality product instead of
using 3-D as a cheap gimmick.
Hopkins is a member of the
Hopkins family that owns and
operates Cheri Theatres in
Murray. and in Martin. Tenn. He
earned a degree from Murray
State University's Telecommunications Systems Management
program and is now applying
his technological background to
the family business as the theater's digital administrator.
In October 2008. the Cheri 41
Murray started using its first
digital projector, which is needed to show 3-D films. The digital format also saves studios
money on shipping. since they
can send discs to be downloaded onto hard drives instead
of sending several reels of 35millimeter film. Hopkins said
this also makes it a lot easier for
theater operators to move a
movie from one screen to
another, since reels can be
awfully heavy. He said the picture and sound is also better and
is as good every tinie the movie

•See Page 2

Daily Forecast
Tbe Associated Press
Highs
Tuesday...Sunny.
around 90. Northeast winds
around 5 mph.
Tuesday night _Clear. Lows
in the mid 60s. North winds
around 5 mph in the evening
becoming calm after midnight.
Wednesday.. Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 80s.
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Number of U.S. troops
in Iraq falls below 50,000
By REBECCA SANTANA
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD (AP) -- The
number of U.S. troops in Iraq
has fallen below 50.0(X)for the
first time since the 2003 U.S.led invasion and ahead of the
deadline
end-of-the-month
mandated by President Barack
Obama, the American military
said in a statement Tuesday.
The number is a watershed in
the more than seven years that
the United States has been at
war in Iraq. Under Obama's
plan, American forces will no
longer conduct combat operations but are instead to focus
on training Iraqi troops.
"We've met our goal," Gen.
Ray Odierno. the conunanding

9

GLENDALE PL.ACE
SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY

general in Iraq, told reporters
Tuesday. "But the story is not
about 50,000. The story is that
we are continuing to be committed to Iraq. But our cemmitment is going to change."
Odiemo said that going forward. the focus will be on economic. political, cultural, and
technological developments as
opposed to just the military'
relationship.
There are currently 49,700
ttoops in Iraq and that number
will remain level through next
summer, Odierno said.
The drawdown comes at a
fragile moment in Iraq's history %Oen many are wondering

II See Page 3
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Academy,
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Kentucky

News in Brief
State inmate escapes from western Ky. jail
HICKMAN. Ky AI') - Jailers in Kentucky's southvvest corner
say a jail inmate is still missing after an escape.
Christopher B. Roper of Paducah escaped from the Fulton
County Jail in Hickman and was still on the run early Tuesday.
Kentucky State Police said Roper has ties to both Paducah and
Mayfield. He was serving a state sentence on burglary and theft
convictions.
Roper escaped Monday morning. He is white, has a shaved heat
and a goatee. is six feet tall and weighs about 200 pounds.

Judge won't send abuse charge to grand jury
BURLINGTON. Ky.(AP)-- A northern Kentucky judge has
declined to send a felony child abuse charge against a father to a
grand jury.
The Boone County Sheriff's Office charged Christopher
Robinson. claiming he whipped his son with a belt cm July 4
because he didn't like the way the youngster was playing hopscotch. Robinson had pleaded not guilty, saying bruises to the
boy's buttocks came from an earlier fall at a switruning pool.
Rot inson said he spanked his son for being disrespectful, not
over a game.
Boone District Judge Michael Collins conducted a hearing
Monday and did not remand the charges. They will be dismissed
unless the prosecutor takes them directly to the grand jury or files
misdemeanor charges.

Paul prefers local efforts to combat drugs
DixoN. Ky.
-- Republican Senate candidate Rand Paul

HAWKINS TEAGUE i Ledger & Times
Cheri Theatres employee Austin Miles dons a pair of 3-D glasses as the theater's digital cinema administrator, Bryan Hopkins,
sets up a movie on the digital projector. While the 3-D craze has slowed a bit since eadier this year, studios are still pushing
the format and any projectors purchased in the future will likely be digital, Hopkins said.
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Health Care Reform:
The Toll Road Ahead
A regional conference offering insight
on health care reform targeted for
employers with more than 50 employees
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From Front
is played since it can't be
scratched or degraded.
The Cheri has used two digital
projectors for more than a yearand-a-half. While Hopkins said
there are no immediate plans to
purchase more, they are always
on the lookout for a good deal
that would make new projectors
a good investment.
Even with the advantages of
digital presentation, that have
nothing to do with 3-D, a big
part of the studios' push for digital capability has been tied to
the format. Hopkins said that
when 3-D is used well, it can
add to the experience of watching a movie. The depth that can
be seen in animated fare like
"Coraline" and "Up" from the
First half of 2009 can make the
viewer feel like they am transported to the world the filmmakers created. This was also the
case for the strange landscapes
of Pandora seen in "Avatar,"

Venire invited to our

CrawlOpentm"
August 23 to 29 2010
Hey amigos, we opened a new restaurant
located at -1100 Chestnut St. and we'd
like to invite you to join us for:

Breakfast
Burrftos
(dining breakfast hours)

Taco Tuesday AH Week

69ft
Crispy Tacos

Beshear announces more 1-65 median barriers
MUNFORDVILLE, Ky.(AP)-- Gov. Steve Beshear has
announced a plan to add median barriers along a section of
Interstate 65 in central Kentucky.
The I3-mile stretch of interstate is located in portions of Hart,
LaRue and Hardin counties. Barriers will be added from near the
67 mile marker, north of Munfordville, to the 80 mile marker in
Hardin County. About six miles will be installed by the end of
2010 and the rest will be in place by early 2011.
Beshear says the barriers will make the interstate safer by adding
more protection to prevent crossover crashes.

MI Challenge
From Front
death titled "My Ethics, My
Codes of Life." In it, she challenges the ruder to be honest
and compassionate to others in
hopes of starting a chain reaction of kindness.
During his talk, Braden
showed video clips of news
footage of the tragedy and interviews from the following days
and years. This included interviews with Scott's brother,
Craig, who was a survivor of the
attack and has since dedicated
his life to producing media with
a positive message. He also read
portions of Rachel Scott's essay
and various diaries she kept.
Braden outlined five challenges from the Scott's essay:
Look for the best in others to
eliminate prejudice; dare to
dream and write down your
goals and keep a journal; choose
positive influences; understand
that kind words and little acts of
kindness can produce huge
results; and, finally, start a chain
reaction of kindness.
At the conclusion of his presentation. Braden had the students sign a large banner if they
agreed to take on the challenges
and try to create a positive
impact on the world. In addi-

•••
lion, he told qudent, Mat
"Chain Links Club" was forming at the school consisting of
student leaders who would promote the idea of positive chain
rz.actions. During the evening's
presentation, he spoke to close
to I(X) students, parents and
community members in a similar presentation.
Schwettman said she thought
the presentation went well, and
she has heard lots of positive
feedback from the students
"One particular student at
CCMS, who has a lot of anger
issues himself, told his teacher
after the assembly that he
'couldn't believe anyone would
treat people that way,'"
Schwettman said. "Maybe this
assembly caused him to look at
his own actions. had several
teachers tell me that they just
wanted to go home and hug
their loved ones. This asseiiil,
really makes you appreLi.1[.
those special people in your life.
"Our goal for Calloway
County Middle School is that
our students and staff will
embrace the message of kindness. We hope to create an
atmosphere where every student
feels valued and appreciated."

West Kentucky
Rheumatology
Board Certified
Treatment of Arthritis
and related Diseases
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which seemed at the time to
cement the format's popularity.
"Alice in Wonderland" and
"How to Train Your Dragon"
were also hits in 3-D earlier this
year, but demand for the format
has seemed to wane since then.
Hopkins said customers have
been warier in the last few
months to pay the extra $2 for 3D tickets because some of the
more recent movies have been
much less impressive than the
ones that came before. He said
he still thinks the coolest effect
he has seen to date was a shot in
"My Bloody Valentine" in
which a flashlight was pointed
outward and the beam shone
past the audience. In contrast.
April's "Clash of the Titans"
was hastily converted into 3-D
after being shot on regular cameras, and Hopkins said the 3-D
presentation was so lackluster.
he heard some people say, as
they left the theater, they wouldn't pay extra to watch a 3-D
movie again. He said that in situations like that, it is hard for a
theater operator to explain that
the bad presentation isn't their
fault.
While the hit "Toy Story 3"
was shown in 3-D. Hopkins said
the Cheri decided to give audiences a break from the format
when it showed "The Last
Airbender" and "Despicable
Me." He said that if studios get
smart and stop throwing inferior
product at audiences. there is
still time to stop the 3-D backlash. He said he hoped that the
upcoming releases of "Jackass
3-D," "Saw 3-D." the animated
"Megamind" and the first entry
of"Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows" in November would
be well-done enough to reverse
the downward trend.

says the federal government should take a backseat to local initiatives to combat drug trafficking and addiction problems afflicting
Kentucky.
Paul toured a faith-based addiction recovery center at Dixon in
westem Kentucky on Monday. His visit was a testament to the
emergence of the drug epidemic as a key issue in his hard-fought
race against Democrat Jack Conway.
Paul told reporters that he opposes federal earmarks for
Operation UNITE. a federal initiative providing undercover narcotics and investigations and addiction treatment.
Paul said the anti-drug program should compete for federal
funding in the traditional committee process, but said his preference is for local efforts to combat the problem.

I.

600 ooer 21 yderoi!
Accepting new patients — No referral necessary

The Fresh Taste of West-Mex.

1100 Chestnut St., Murra

Call for an appointment: '270-534-0046
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From Front
Class B felonies. Both men
remain in Calloway County Jail
wader a $500,000 bond.
ICiaight and Petty were indicted for first-degree facilitation to
burglary and robbery to which
they have pleaded innocent.
Knight is accused of being the
driver of a vehicle that transported Silas and Beckman to
near Wynn's home and Petty
was allegedly a passenger in the
vehicle. Both women are now
free on bond - Knight on a
$30,000 cash or property bond
and Petty on a $60,000 surety
bond. Knight and Petty are represented by Murray attorney
Rick Lantkin.
Larnkin said later he is looking forward to reviewing supposed evidence now in
Blankenship's possession that
he believes will support his
clients' innocence claims.
"I believe there is some evidence in the discovery that will
show my clients' defense to the
charges," Lamkin said.
Silas is represented by Wesley
Boyarski, an attorney with the
Kentucky Department of Public
Advocacy's Murray office.
Beclunan and Silas are scheduled for a pre-trial hearing at
8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Oct. 7,
while Haley and Knight are
scheduled for Sept. 27.
Harper, who was indicted for
tampering with physical evidence after the fact in connection to the crime, is free on a
$2,500 cash or surety bond.
Harper failed to appear in court
Monday morning as scheduled.
Foust ordered his appearance
through Murray attorney Bryan
Ernstberger, Harper's counsel,
as soon as possible or a bench
warrant would be ordered.
Harper appeared later and stood
with Emstberger to plead not
guilty. He is scheduled for a
hearing Oct. 25.
Ernstberger said his client
intends to prove his innocence.
"Mr. Harper looks forward to
proving that he played no role in
the horrendous crime that was
committed," Ernstberger said.
A sixth defendant in the case,
Terry Flager, 50, the mother of
both Silas and Harper, was not
scheduled to appear. Action on a
charge against Flager of seconddegree hindering prosecution or
apprehension in connection to
the crime has been delayed as
court officials await an outcome
conceming other defendants in
the case.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.
Cargill enters plea
In other court action, James
Wes Cargill of Almo, accused of
possession of child pornography

and drugs, pleaded guilty to
charges against him. Cargill
faced faces four counts of possession of matter portraying a
sexual performance by a minor,
two counts first-degree possession of a controlled substance,
possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia. Two of the charges were
•
combined, according to
officials. He was arrested
Kentucky State Police foil
ing a tip from a local busit,,
that he had child pornography
on his personal computer when
he brought it in for service.
Acting on the tip, KSP executed a search warrant and allegedly discovered various images
on at least one computer.
Methamphetamine and drug
paraphernalia were also allegedly located during the search.
Cargill was initially scheduled
for trial on Sept. 21. Sentencing
has been set for Oct. 7.
Cracker Barrel - Waller
case continued
In other action, a dispute
between Cracker Barrel Old
Country Stores Inc. and Gary
Waller Investments over
placement of a new Zaxby's
restaurant in Murray was
delayed until Sept. 3. by Foust.
Attorneys for Cracker Barrel
did not make an appearance
during a motion hour in the
dispute over a parking easement adjacent to Cracker
Barrel where a Franklin. Ky.based Zaxby franchise owner
had contracted with Waller to
construct a facility. Waller's
attorney. Warren Hopkins of
Muffay, filed some paperwork
with the court.
Cracker Barrel filed an
injunction to halt the construction earlier this year claiming
"irreparable harm" and Waller
has counter-sued demanding
that the plaintiff prove the
claim. CBOCS officials have
said parking rights in the area
as well as loss of business visibility and safety concerns for
customers and employees is
the reason for their opposition.
Waller does not dispute the
claim that Cracker Barrel had
parking rights in the area.
However he says the business
had only "non-exclusive"
rights to use the lot; no more
rights than any other store
located anywhere else in the
shopping center.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Leoger & Times

MORNING EXERCISE: Murray State University ROTC(Reserve Officers' Training Corps)cadets begin a two-mile jog Monday
morning tor their Army Physical Fitness Test(APFT). Contracted cadets complete the test each semester.

•Troops...
From Front
whether the country's tenuous
security and democracy gains
are at risk of backsliding. The
country has gone almost half a
year without a new government
following the March 7 parliamentary elections.
The elections failed to produce
a clear winner to lead Iraq as
American forces withdraw, and
frequent attacks by insurgents

From Front

itics, neither side has been able
to pull together a inajority coalition.
The political stalemate shows
no signs of abating before Sept.
1, when Odierno will officially
hand over responsibilities to Lt.
Gen. Lloyd Austin III. At that
time, Operation Iraqi Freedom
-- as the war hits been called —
will officially be changed to
Operation New Dawn.
American officials have said
repeatedly that their decision to
continue with the drawdown —
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despite the absence of a new
govemment in Iraq — reflects
the improved security situation
in recent years and their confidence in the ability of Iraqi
security forces to protect the
country.
The U.S. troop presence in
Iraq has fluctuated over the
years, reaching a high of about
170,000 troops in 2007 as part
of the surge of forces intended to
combat the insurgency and then
slowly tapering off beginning in
late 2008.

We trortt to hear it, too!

Carter...
fined $700,000.
Carter was expected to spend a
single night in North Korea and
retum with Gomes on Thursday.
a second U.S. official said. Both
officials spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the sensitivity of the situation.
As was the case when former
President Bill Clinton went to
North Korea last summer to win
the release of two detained
American reporters, no U.S.
officials will travel with Carter,
the senior official said.
Carter spokeswoman Deanna
Congileo and several other officials with the Atlanta-based
Carter Center did not immediately return calls for comment.

are raising doubts about the ability of Iraqi forces to protect the
country in the absence of
Ameilean backup.
Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri alMaliki. whose State of Law
Coalition garnered 89 seats in
the election, has been battling to
retain his office. A Sunni-backed
coalition led by former prime
minister Ayad Allawi, who is
Shiite, won 91 seats in the balloting. But in Iraq's deeply fragmented political system that still
adheres closely to sectarian pol-
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Obituaries
Bob Parrish

LB. Wilson

Bob Parrish. 72, of Alm). died Monday. Aug. 23. 2010. at 2715
a.m. at his res'aience after an extended illness. Parrish W S born in
Calloway County on March 9, 1938. to the late Frank and Helen
Puckett Parrish. A member of Palestine United Methodist Church.
he retired with B.F. Gtiodrich in Calvert City after 32 years of tier\
ice.
In addition to his parents. Parrish was preceded in death by hi.
former wife, Peggy Butterworth Parrish: and a brother. Joe Rudolph
He is survived by his wife. Faye Parrish of Almo; two daughters,
Theresea Howard of Willis. Texas and Bonnie Burkeen, anti husband David of Almo; one step-daughter, Jill Mendoza. and husband
Daniel of Nashville ,Tenn.: two sons, Roger Parrish. and wife Nora
of Murray,. anti Robby Parrish, and wife Bernadette of Hopkinsville:
two step-sons. Ron Childress. and wife Amanda of Fayetteville. Ga.
and Shan Childress. and wife Elen of Georgetown: nine grandchildren, Tyiesha Thaxton, and 'ausband Scott, Shawna Watson, and
husband Ray. Chris Burkeen and wife Mist'. Clint Burkeen, Jessica
Youngblood, Cassie Burkeen, Nathan Dunbar, Logan Parrish and
Carson Parrish; eight step-grandchildren; and seven great-grandchildren. Funeral services Will be held at I p.m.. Wednesday. Aug.
25, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Elijah
Balentine and the Rev. Robert McKinney officiating and eulogy by
Clifton Edwards. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be today. Tuesday. Aug. 24 from 5•9 p.m.
at the funeral home. Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhorne.com.

Funeral services for J.B. Wilson, 81,of Murray, were held today,
Tuesday'. Aug. 24, 2010, at I I a.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York
Susan E. Romano
Funeral Home. Rev. David Cunningham officiated
Susan L. Romano. nee Hrabusicky, 85, of Benton, Ky., formerly
and burial followed at Murray Memorial Gardens.
of Swansea. III. and East St. Louis, III., born June 29. 1925. in East
Wilson died Friday, Aug. 20. 2010, at 10:40
St. Louis, III_ died on Sunday. Aug. 22. 2010, at Spring Creek
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Nursing Center, Murray. Ky.
Born on January 29, 1929, in Calloway County,
Susan worked as a cashier for Illinois Power Company in East St.
Wilson was a member of North Fork Baptist
Louis. 111. for 30 years and then worked with her son at Edgemont
Church and a retired truck driver.
Sports and Fairview Sports and Hardware.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Sarah
She was preceded in death by her husband Frank L. Romano who
Virginia Bennett Wilson, whom he married on
died July 19, 2010; her parents, Martin and Mary. nee Jaloviar,
March 22, 1968 and who died on March 8, 2009:
Hrabusicky; three brothers. John. Martin and Frank Hrabusicky; anti
parents Will and Audie(Enoch)Wilson; a daughter.
Wilson
her sister in infancy, Helen Hrabusicky.
Jean Edwards; a sister. Cloteal Paschall; and a
She is survived by her son. Michael Romano of Benton; grandbrother. Dolphus Wilson.
daughter, Elizabeth (Matthew 1 ROMill10 Martin of Chicago, Ill.; a
Wilson is survived by four daughters, Aleshia Cunningham, anti
great-granddaughter, Madison Martin; a brother-in-law, Leonard
husband Rev. David of New Concord, Deneshia Underwood, and
Romano of Fairview Heights. III.; a sister-in-law. Grace Hrabusicky
husband, Jay of Hazel, Lori Melton. and husband. Rick of Murray,
of Collinsville, III.; 14 nieces and nephews; and 15 great-nieces and
and Shelby Heldenbrand of Ledbetter; a son, Jerry Etlwards, and
nephews.
wife. Pam of Johnson City, Tenn.; a sister, Opal Paschall of Murray;
Condolences may be expressed to the family online at www.kassa brother. Boyce Wilson, and wife, Beauton of Murray; eight grandlyfuneral.com. Memorials may be made to Parkinson Disease
children; and four great-grandchildren. Expressions of sympathy
Foundation. Friends may call from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on
may take the form of donations to: Hospice. Murray-Calloway
Wednesday. Aug. 25, 2010, at Kassly Mortuary. Fairview Heights,
County Hospital, 8(13 Poplar Street, Murray, KY. 42071.

lane Turner
Funeral services for Jane Turner, 83. of Murray, were held
Monday.. Aug. 23, 2010, at I I a.m. at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home. Rev. Martin Severn% and the Rev. Jack
Studie officiated and burial followed in Dunn
Cemetery'.
Turner died at 7.35 a.m. on Saturday. Aug. 21,
at Britthaven of Benton. A member of Memorial
Baptist Church and Jackson Purchase Historical
Society, she retired as an accountant with the
Department of the Navy. Turner was preceded in
death by one brother, Robert Turner; and her parents. Rollie Turner and Martha Kelley Turner. She
is survived by two brothers. Paul Tumer of Benton
Turner
and Gene Turner of Livonia, Mich.: one sister.
Mildred Henson of Benton; three nieces and three nephews; and
several great-nieces and great-nephews.

Paid Obituaries

William `Bill' Hartley, k.
Funeral sersices for William "Bill" Hartley Jr., 62, of Murray.
were heiti ttxiay, Tuesday, Aug. 24, 2010, at noon at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Rev. Brett Miles officiated and burial followed in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Hartley died Friday. Aug. 20, 2010. at Norton's
Hospital in Louisville. Born on March 5. 1948 in
Cincinnati. Ohio, Hartley was retired from Auto
Zone of Murray and was also a Navy veteran of the
Vietnam War. He was preceded in death by his parents, William Bill Hartley Sr. and Eva Hedrick Hartley; one sister,
Mary Sinclair; and one brother, Alan Hartley.
Survivors include his wife, Rosie Sesaldo Hartley of Murray; two
daughters. Mary Harness of Murray and Carrie Carroll, and husband
Matthew' of Carlsbad, Calif.; a brother, Bruce Hartley, and wife Pani
of Ledbetter; four grandchildren, Samantha Miller, Brittnie Miller,
Zackery Harness. and Racheal Harness, all of Murray; and one
great-grandchild.
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Mary Lou Hayes Cook, 85, of Murray, died Friday, Aug. 20,
2010, at 9:15 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Memorial Center in
Mayfield. Hayes was preceded in death by her parents. C.A. and
Mary Goodlow Hayes; and two sisters, Nortna Adair anti Annie Jo
Anderson. She is survived by a son, Thomas C. Fox, and wife Sonja
of Murray; a brother, Clarence Hayes of Shreveport, La.; a sister,
Ruth Lee of Abilene, Texas; one grandchild; and one great-grandchild. Memorial services will be held at a later date.
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,

WASHINGTON(AP)-The
U.S. Education Department is
expected to name the winners of
the second round of its $4.35 billion "Race to the Top" school
reform grant competition.
Eighteen states (including
Kentucky and the District of
Columbia were named finalists
in July.
The competition has instigated a wave of reform across the
country. as states enacted new
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STOCK MARKET REPORT -

Investments Since 1854
D01/ JOneS

Ind. Asg. _10141.11 - 33_441

Apple..
- 242.04 - 3.76
AT&T.Inc.
......26.33 - 0.16
.22.42 - 0.20
BK&T
Bank of America
12.81 - 0.06
Briggs & Stratton
16.98.0.29
26.35 - 0.14
Bristol Slyer% Squibb
Caterpillar ....... ......
- 1.48
Chevron Texaco Corp 74.61 • 0.44
Daimkr Chrysler
48.75 - 0.&$
Dean Foods............
- 0.12
......-.-59.22 - 0.28
Ford Motor ....... ......-. 11.28 - 0.33
General ljectric.-.-.- 14.69 - 0.2(1
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 17.28 - 0.73
69.74 - 0.89
Goodrich
Goodyear Tire & Rubber ....9.31.0.13

Hopi'ed hank*
IBM..-

prices as uf 9 a t
9.25 B 9.40 A
125.42 • 1.05

Kroger
......-.10.78 - 0.13
11.27 - 0.28
Mattel
72.94 - 0.40
McDonalds
14.70 •(1.27
Merck
24.01 - (1.27
Microsoft
20.51 - 0.47
J.C. Penney
64.85 + 0.03
Pepsico, Inc
15.88 - 0.22
Pfizer, Inc
6.72 - 0.12
Regions Financial
60.69 - 0.92
Sears Holding Corp
19.14 - 0.27
Time Marner
21.M • 0.29
S Bancorp
49.02 - 0.62
MellPoint Inc
51.00 - 0.14
Mal-Mart

teacher accountability policies
and lifted caps on charter
schools to boost ttieir chances of
winning. The aim of the historic
program is to reward ambitious
reforrns to improve schools anti
close the achievement gap.
Tennessee and Delaware
were named winners in the first
round of the competition in
March. The states named winners on Tuesday will share a
remaining $3.4 billion.
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Funeral procession to leave at 12:30 p m. on Wednesday, Aug.
for a 1 p.m.
26. 2010. from Kassly Mortuary, Fairview Heights.
Mass of Christian burial at St. Henry's Catholic Church, Belleville,
III_ with Msgr. James Blazine officiating. interment will be in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery, Belleville, Ill.

Linda Emerson Story
Lintla Emerson Story, 70, Murray, died Sunday, Aug, 22. 2010,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a long battle
with cancer.
A graduate of Kirksey High School as
Valedictorian. she was a Division Director for
Stanley Home Products for more than 30 years.
Mrs. Story was a member of West Fork Baptist
Church for 60 years. where she taught Sunday
School and Bible School for many years.
Survivors include her husband, Tommy Dan
Story; two daughters, Debbie Carter (Jim) and
Missy Cochran (Chad): a brother, Merritt Lawson;
a sister. Wanda Butler; two sisters-in-law. Mary
Story
Lawson and Sue Emerson; four grandchildren,
Amanda Carter, Austin Carter. Hannah Cochran
and Hunter Cochran. all of Murray; three step-sons, Greg Story
(Karen). Gary Story (Kim)and Shane Story, all of Puryear; a stepdaughter, Vanessa Eckles (Daniel) of Murray; six step-grandchildren, Isiah Story, Autumn Barker. Charlton Story, Adam Eckles,
Taylor Story and Daniel Story; mother-in-law, Pauline Story: a stepbrother, Bob Emerson; two step-sisters-in-law. Peggy Doddard
(Dick) and Carolyn Outland (Danny).
Mrs. Story was preceded in death by her first husband, Joe Edd
Emerson; brother, Ted Lawson; parents, Lynn and Birdie Adams
Lawson; and a special aunt, Maudena Butterworth. Services will be
at I p.m., Tuesday, Aug. 24, at Heritage Family Funeral Home. Bro.
Matthew. Williams and Bro. Wayne Carter will officiate.
Entombment will follow at Murray Memorial Gardens. The family
received visitors between the hours of 5-8 p.m. on Monday., Aug. 23
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to:
West Fork Baptist Church,5179 State Route 121 North, Murray, KY
42071. Though the funeral is at Heritage Family Funeral Home.
condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.

Marine gets life in killing
of pregnant colleague
has given you.GOLDSBORO. N.C. I AP)-One juror said the panel did
A former Marine has been sentenced to life in prison after a n't believe the theory McNei
jury convicted him of murder in presented that someone else
the death of a pregnant col- perhaps Laurean's enraged wife
league who had accused him of could have killed Lauterbacl
rape. an allegation that threat- with a single swing of a crowba
ened to derail a military career that fractured her skull. The jut.:
that had earned him promotions of seven women and five mei
and praise.
deliberated for three hour.
Cesar Laurean, 23, of Las Monday before cony ictim
Vegas, was found guilty Monday Laurean.
of killing Lance Cpl. Maria
"The thought entered ou
Lauterbach, 20. of Vandalia. minds, but everything pointed tt
Ohio, in December 2007. The the fact that he is the one win
two were assigned to the same did this crime," juror Brend:
logistics unit at Camp Lejeune. Peters said."We went back ove
the base in Jacksonville, N.C., every speck of evidence tha
that is home to about 50,000 there was, piece by piece. That'
Marines. The trial was moved how we reached our verdict."
because of extensive pretrial
Neither Laurean nor his wilt
publicity.
testified during the trial.
The former Marine corporal
Laurean's father, Salvador
was sentenced to life in prison and sister Blanca said the:
without the possibility of parole wished more of the testimon:
for first-degree murder. Defense would have explained the prob
lawyer Dick McNeil told the lems the ex-Marine had witl
court Laurean would appeal his Lauterbach, whom the higher
conviction.
ranking Laurean was ordered b:
Before the judge imposed the supertors to help shape up.
sentence, the victim's mother,
"He's a nice, nice guy.'
Mary Lauterbach, read a tearful Blanca Laurean said. "He does
statement. She told Laurean to n't deserve everyone thinkini
remember the pain in his moth- he's the worst man in the world
er's face, and to think of the He's not."
daughter who will have to live
Laurean also faced threi
with the shame of a father who is other charges of robbinr
a killer.
Lauterbach of her bank AVY
"Now you will have time to card, and of theft and attemptei
think about your shame. time to fraud for allegedly trying to usi
think about your failures," Mary it to withdraw cash. He wa
Lauterbach said. "There are found not guilty of the robber:
many people out there who will charge. but Laurean was con
die today, people who would victed on the fraud and thet
love to have the time that God charges.
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COMMUNITY

Messages from Murray
to transform Eagle
Gallery into workshop

Dcz/e6o4
C.U.B.S. to meet Wednesday
The Calloway United Benevolent Services (C.U.B.S.) organization will meet at noon on Wednesday, Aug. 25, at the Glendale
Church of Christ. Murray State University' President Dr. Randy'
Dunn will present opening remarks. followed by a presentation by'
Dr. Kelly Rogers. Also on the agenda will be Mary Sue Hubbard.
niember of the Kentucky Commission on Community Volunteerism
and Service. Those new to CUBS will be introduced to the group.

WKEC to meet Wednesday
The next meeting of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
board of directors will be Wednesday. Aug. 25, at the WKEC
Conference Center in Eddyville. The meeting will begin at 9:30 a.m.
and should conclude by won.

Rebate time for Laker Band given
Calloway County Laker Bands will observe rebate night ai
Backyard Burgers on Wednesday, Aug. 25. Residents must tell the
cashier at the register.

Sewing volunteers needed
Volunteers are being sought for the annual Learn to Sew Pmgram
taught by Cooperative Extension Family & Consumer Sciences. The
program is for students ages 8-19 and will be held Sept. through
April. Only five hours a month is requested. Volunteers are needed
to assist the students during class time. No preparation is needed. An
orientation and train-the-trainer workshop is scheduled for Aug. 30.
For more infomiation and to register to be a volunteer, call the
Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452 by Aug. 25.

Mentoring program to be held at MSU
Murray State University, in conjunction with the Cabinet for
Health and Family Services, has launched the HOPE Mentoring
Program. For those interested in becoming a HOPE mentor, attend
the meeting on Thursday, Aug.. 26, in the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center from 6-8 p.m. Light refreshments will be served and
information given.

American Legion to meet

Photo provided

WASHINGTON INTERN: Leigh Ann Renfro (right) o
Paducah, intemed this summer with U.S. Rep. Ed Whiffield
(left) in Washington, D.C. The 2007 Paducah 'Tilghman High
School graduate is a senior at the University of Kentucky with
a double major in business and advertising. Interns attend
leadership hearings and briefings, help with staff research
and other administative work. Renfro is the daughter of Brad
and Zana (Elkins) Renfro and the granddaughter of Joe and
Peggye Elkins of Puryear, Tenn.

LBL hosts Labor
Day weekend events

American Legion Post 73 el Murray invites all veterans to attend
the monthly meeting at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Aug. 26, at the
American Legion Veterans' Hall located at 310 Bee Creek Drive. Special to the Ledger
Spcnd Lat)or Day weekend enjoying a variety of outdoor activiThe agenda will focus on planning for Hot August Blues. MSU football game assignments and new programs to serve local ties that celebrate the end of summer at Land Between The Lakes
veterans. For more information, call Commander Amos McCarty at (LBL) National Recreation Area.
Join Sept 3-6, as they celebrate LBL's Summer Finale at
293- I 320 or 761-57(19.
Woodlands Nature Station (NS). Activities include appearances by
Smokey Bear, canoe trips. nature hikes, a campfire. a watermelon
Blood Drive at First Presbyterian
The Murray Community Blood Drive will be held on Thursday, feast and more. Visitors to the NS can also enjoy live animal proAug. 26, from 12:3(1-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church. To grams, nature exhibits. backyard bird-watching and nature trails.
New this year at The Homeplace(HP) is the 1850's County Fair
schedule an appointment, visit www.redcrossblood.org and enter
and Storytelling Festival on Saturday and Sunday, September 4-5,
Sponsor Code: Murray19.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. Step into the past and visit with historic
trades'
people as they demonstrate and sell their wares, learn about
Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous, a I 2-step recovery group for all types of heritage breeds of farm animals, heirloom vegetables, and enjoy
homemade goodies at the farmers' market. Leam how to play crickeating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
et, a popular I 800's game, from cricket historian Tom
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information.
Melville. Enjoy the old-fashioned tradition of storytelling with Mike
call Marcia at 247-7414 oi Jim at 623-885(1.
Beville, Cherrie Coleman, Gerry Gutfreund. Mary Ann Jordon and
Don Bailey An added twist to the traditional storytelling festival
Narcotics group will meet
wi!!
st..nies through music with the string band. The Dixie
Anonymous
will
meet
each
Thursday
from
7-8
p.m.
at
Narcotics
Volunteers.
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 oi"LBL's Summer Finale is a great way to celebrate the end of
(877)447- 2(104.
summer, and we are excited about our new event, the 1850's County
Fair and Storytelling Festival. which will bring the past to life," said
TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
Cindy Earls, Special Events Coordinator. "These Labor Day
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet Weekend events, from canoe trips to pie eating contests. provide
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public educational fun that the whole family can enjoy!"
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 753Some events. such as the Sunset Canoe Trip. require advance
6646.
reservations or an additional fee. For complete details or for reservations. contact LBL at (270) 924-2(12(1 or visit
Compassionate Friends to meet
www.lbliorg/CALGate.asp.
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.'This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information, call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at(731)498-8324.

Area AA lists its present schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South 12th
St., in the Southside Shopping Center. The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday, 8 p.m., closed. smoking. I 2xI2 study; Monday,8
p.m. open. smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m. closed, no smoking;
Wednesday, I I a.m. closed, no smoking,6 p.m.. closed. ladies meeting. smoking, 8 p.m.. open. smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m. closed.
smoking. big book meeting; Friday. 12 noon, open. no smoking,
lunchtime meeting. 8 p.m. open, smoking. New comers; Saturday.
10 a.m., open. no-smoking,8 p.m. open. no-smoking, speaker meeting; last Saturday in the month at b p.m. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with
alcohol and want to give it up. Open meetings are for anyone who
wants to attend an AA meeting. For information call Mitch at 7539320, or Kathy at 270-493-1227, or Chuck at 436-2552.

e-mail: jo.burkeengmurrayledget.com

Special to the Ledger
Messages from Murray is a
community-based project by
Mel Ziegler, internationally recognized artist and chair of the
department of art and design at
Vanderbilt University. From
Sept. 10 until Oct. 10, the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery at Murray
State University will become the
home of this month-long community workshop. open to the
public Monday through Friday.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. and weekends
I -4 p.m.
Messages from Murray is an
invitation for the citizens of
Murray to come to the gallery
during that month to write their
own "message fmm Murray" on
shipping materials donated by
the leading manufacturers in
town — Briggs and Stratton,
Pella
Corporation
and
Southeastern Books. At the
close of the exhibition, all shipping materials will be sent back
to the manufacturing plants and
used to ship the products made
right here in Murray across the

.93ir/A"

nnot.incemen/

Jackson Thomas Wyatt
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Wyatt are the parents of a son. Jackson Thomas
Wyatt, born on Sunday, July 25, 2010, at 12:33 a.m.
The baby weighed seven pounds three ounces and measured 20
inches. Sisters are Alexia and Lilly Wyatt. The mother is the former
Jenni Pigg.
Grandparents are James and Jan Pigg of Murray; and Larry and
Rose Wyatt of Almo.

TM.DALE- CARNEGIE* TRAINING
Skillsfor ,Socetss

Tuesday, August 24, 2010
5:59 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Meeting R0001
at 805 N. 12th Street.
1

For more info call: 800-686-3253

AtutkA .a.II who
rainy ity the Aala!
new
Vsle have designs
selections &
arriving daily!

Stone
celebrates
birthday

Isabell Stone turned one on
Aug. I I, 2010. She celebrated
her birthday on Aug. 14, at Mr.
Gatti's with family. Isabel, is
the daughter of Jodi Stone of
Murray. and is the sister of
Kaylee Stone. She is the granddaughter of Joe and Cheryl
Manning of Murray, and the
great-granddaughter of Robbie
Brittain of Almo.

nation. A public opening reception will be held at Eagle
Gallery on Friday. Sept. 10,
from 6-8 p.m.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
a dynamic exhibition space for
visitors to leam about the history of art and contemporary new
media. With over 1.200 works
of art housed in the galleries'
permanent collection and 8,2(X)
square feet of exhibition space.
the university galleries at
Murray State are a constant
source of innovative programming and educational research
within the community.
Eagle Gallery is located on
MSU's campus in 604 Doyle
Fine Arts Building. The Curris
Center Gallery is located on the
first floor of the Curris Center at
1500 Chestnut Street. Gallery
hours are Monday-Friday. 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., and Saturday and
Sunday, 1-4 p.m. For questions
about this exhibit, call Mary
VanWassenhove, director of university' galleries at (27(1) 8096734.

LAY-A-WAY TODAY FOR CHRISTMAS!

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
University Square • 305-D N. 12th St., Murray
759-1141
Isabel! Stone

.AIonday -kriday
I a.to to.7 I.:

Saturday
I() a.m to.4 r

also faced thret
ges of robbin)
of her bank ATh
theft and attempter
!gedly trying to usi
-aw cash. He wa
silty of the robber:
Laurean was con
le fraud and thef

ONE HOUR MASSAGE

T*e
— Made for wearing (not chewing)
ingredient is Succinic Acid - stimulated by
Active
—
warmth of baby's skin
— Improves immunity
— Stimulates thyroid glands to help reduce drooling
& soothes red inflamed cheeks
— A natural analgesic
— 100% authentic Baltic Amber

arrlee]
3"

Call Today To
An Appgrinr

'OF

August .s

5.4'

bcdule
cot!

\Vo .,1,\I} \j
209 North 12th Street
Murray,K1'
(270) 753-75.14
11-1. 10-5; Sat. 10-4

1710 C Hwy 121 North • 2,70.761.1LEST
www.theectreatofmurray.eom
irsu,arCe

ProtecI-o- • Firancia' Secur,tv
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Sh.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.S0 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.

.

The pubiestwer maintains the'rigra to reject or NM any submineo matte,
i L ii- 1', 1-1,-,111.

Ai

Fri.% a.m.

Smart Sow

11..1 Niy,

\y on .

Fri. 10 Ix

leaky

56.50 Column Inch, OU't Discount 2n1 Run,
40'. Discount 3rd Run.
'AI/ .3 Ad- Mut.f Run IV:trr,1 r, 1 ldrr /Yr.,/ ,
$3.35 y er column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide ,

Tuesday

Mot 10 un.

Wednesday

Mort 12 pet

flukey

Wet 10 us

Fisday

Thur. 11 aws

S&Ufdlif

Thut12 pit

L.'. - 1 , ...1 1.....l,_.,1,-

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Notice

Public Hearing
In accordance with the provisions of HB 44 enacted by
the 1979 Kentucky General Assembly, a public hearing
as been set by the Calloway County Public Library
Board of Trustees for September 1, 2010 at 4:00pm at
the Calloway County Public Library. The purpose of the
hearing is to inform the public that the Calloway
County Public Library District is proposing the 4.3 cent
tax rate with anticipated revenue of $688,536. This tax
rate reflects a 4rie increase in anticipated revenue. The
tax rate for the preceding year was 3.9 cents with
anticipated revenue of $609,285. The compensating rate
is 4.2 cents with anticipated revenue of $672,524. The
expected revenue from personal property is $160,977.
The increase for the 2010 budget year is needed to
provide funds for renovating the building and to
offset the rising cost of books, library materials,
technology, equipment, and building maintenance.
The Kentucky General Assembly has required
publication of this advertise:nent and the information
contained herein.
Murray Main Street
Public Meeting
August 30, 2010
6:00 p.m.-7:30 pm
Robert 0 t&iller Conference Center
201 S 4th Street
This is a community workshop to get public
znput for the new Murray Main Street/City
of Murray Streetscape Master Plan for the
area of the Rail Road Tracks East to 16th
Street West and Olive North to Elm South.
For questions, please contact Deana Wright
Murray Main Street at 270-759-9474

0$0
LOW end Found

GET THIS 1 XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALI., 753-1916

Happy
Birthday

Call 753-1916

RI
MEM JiffeTtlEr 111
eP
vira
I -15li
Arista

Love,
Dad, Morn
& Alli

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad tc help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

1

Tobacco
ATTN
Farmers. Sawdust and
wood chips available
270-978-1942
KINDERMUSIK
Flegister now for Fall
classes Classes available for ages Newborn5-years old Register
by calling (270)7533763 or (270)978-1960
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made
THE Murray Ledger &
limes considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatS0eyer for their
activities

1360
Help Wanted

BEST Westem currently' hiring for experienced afternoon desk
staff and night audit
Apply in person at
1503 N 12th Street

Jones
C.A
Management Group is
following
hinng for the
positron.
Service
Customer
Representative
Please submit your
to
resume
careersdchuckiones.net
visit
and
www.chuckiones net
for a complete lob
description

DISCLAIMER
When accestang the
-hclp wanted- section
on OUT classifieds
wehpage at
rnurraylechoom
oftf will he it:1.111,1.1
Irt johnetootork ..orn
By default.
Murr,o, and lok al foh
woll appear ton
trio uteht.00t•
J nal],itlal

loTIngs
nid
on the iohnery, ,
are plaLed
the Murray Ledge?
& Times Please call
us of you hase aro
quet,toont. repro-long
the Murray area
Joh hump Thank yoot

Janitor
FULL-TIME
available
Position
Must be able to Lift
have knowledge of
Buffers. Shampooers,
Handyman
&
Skrils Apply in person
at 1505 Stadium View
Dr
EOE

HIRING mower/trimmer,hedge-trimmer
Must have valid DL.
clean driving record,
own vehrcle. and references. PT Must have
posItive attitude, be
able to pass periodic
be
testing
drug
harddependable.
working. frrendly. Start
pay for experienced
workers. minimum $11512 hr No experience
start at $8-$10 hr.
Regular raises based
on attitude and performance. Perfect for
college students. Call
(270) 293-8923 and
leave info and work history.
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns Seasonal
employment. We will
trarn. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call 270-437-4531

group

INTERNATIONAL

Lab Technician &
Planning & Scheduling Assistant
A loca! manufacturing facility is looking for an
indivrdual to work in a lab setting and an office
setting Candidates must possess assertiveness, initiative, and have the ability to multitask, pay special attention to details, and coordinate daily operations and activities within or
between departments Musi enforce safety and
sanitation regulations
Lab Technician must have a degree in
Chemistry or related field Expenence is plus
Planning & Scheduling Assistant is required to
have an Accounting degree or related experience
Ex_celient benefit package:
•Health - dental - vision - supplemental
insurance
• 9 paid holidays
• 401K
•Vacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing
cOmpany
Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
;ea nnatucker mvpgroupint.com

The Murra Ledger & Times has a tuli-trne
circulation clerk position as ailable.
Applicant must have computer knowledge
and be able to multi-task. Exceptional
interpersonal and communications skills are
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T.
Murray. KY 42071. No phone calls.
kitereited applicants mot apply In re.same
only; interviews Nil/ be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews wtll be
conducted.
MI KR
I JEDGER &TIMES

LPN/RN Full-time 2p10p Apply in person at
Acres
Green
HealthCare 402 W
Farthing, Mayfield K •

ireillfalort
E3ritthaven of Benton is currently accepir .
applications for State Registered Nursin .
Assistants.We offer competitive wages
and an excellent neneft package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton
KY 42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOE/AAE

OFFICE work and
bookkeeper for small
business. Must have
experience with computers and Ouicken
program 12-15 hours
per week. Must have
transportation. $7.55
per hr. plus gas
Shroat
allowance.
Cali
Developer.
Jennifer 489-2965 or
270-978-6312 leave
message.

Britthaven of Benton ts currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer a,
xcellent benefit package Must be kens,in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Bente,

•
Accepting.
. resumes
Ail sales careers
& Other positions
Send to
PO Box 363
Murray KY
. 42071

2607 Main Street Hvry 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0EiAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEAFr

M URRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

=1:3
GREAT
COLLEGES
TO"KW FM

Job vacancies at Murray campus
45/hr
•Communications Operator •Communications Operator/Parking
Enforcement $10.72/hr
*Grants/Contracts Clerk - $9.47/hr
*Student Account Representative - $8 84;ri
*Administrative Secretary I • - $8 23/h,
'7 45 am to 12.45 pm with some benefits
Apply °Nine & view additional detail, at
www.murraystateiobs con.
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
A, EEO. M.F/D. AA employer

TOMS Grille Now hiring experienced cooks
Apply in person after
pm at 1501 N 12th

st

TITLE Clerk/ F&1 assistant wanted. Prefer title
experience.
work
strong computer skills
and strong communication skills to deal with
public. 40 hours per
week. $9.00 hour.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-G Murray.
KY 42071

AFFORDABLE CHILD
CARE. ANY DAY. ANY
TIME. 270-873-2029.
Provider
Childcare
available M-F 7am 6pm, in your home or
mrne Provider has 15
years experience and
an educational backm
Child
ground
Call
Development
270-761-5326
Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
years
1-5
ages
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110/wk
is
rate
Part-time
$23/day watt a 2 day
270-767minimum.
1177
and
DEPENDABLE
honest single Mom
needs work, Will do
house cleaning. windows. yard work, run
errands. srt with ill or
elderly. house sit, walk
your dog. etc. Have references 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537
KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
operrngs for childrer,
ages 6 months to 5
Reasonable
years
Rates! Call 270-2930374
WILL clean houses
or offices
Reasonable rates
270-978-2194

1113Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs,Upgrades
759.3556

zirk

PECO

PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open Class begins on
11.
2010
Sept
Classes are scheduled
cn Saturdays for 11
weeks Allowing you to
keep your present rob,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career_
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off
and
Information
forms
Registration
at
available
www bohlertental.com
or call our office 27°442-0256 Financing
available. Enrollment
lirrided!

IN.

ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER
Opportunity for a meaningful and rewarding
experience_ This position is responsible for proyiding a tamily atmosphere for adults with mental retardation/developmental disabilities in your
own home. Monthly Service fee as well as
room and board stipend provided. Applicant
must be 21 of age Background check is
required for all states resided/worked in over
the past year. Competitive salary, expenence a
plus but not required. all training provided.
Forward resume to Anne Thurman, Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway. Paducah. KY 42001. Applications
available on line at itiewAtirt2n_org. EOE

ass estrailritert Ile

140
Wsm to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h.
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, stove. refngerator. erectile & gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109
WOULD like to -rent-tobuy 3 BR house voth 5
to 10 acres 1-937-5702920
150

ALL new Queen pillowtoo mattress set. still in
plastic, with v.arranty
$170 Full Size mattress/box spring. brand
new. still in package.
Brand name
$140
King prilow-top mattress set, new in plastic. warranty, Must Sell,
Great Deal,
$280
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set . never
used, $350. Brand
name Twin mattress
set , still in plastic.
$120. Can Deliver'
270-210-0616
Square
BERMUDA
Bales out of the barn
S4 SO each 270-2935381
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS for sale at
Tends-N-Treasures &
Heart of Hazel. Dr. Joe
Fuhrmann, owner.
buys
appraises &
coins. 270-753-4161
LP Vent-less Stove, 2
Oak Twin Beds, 1 Full
Bedroom Set 270-4366380
REMINGTON 710
7 MM Mag, 3x9 scope
like new, $325.
&
20 GA single shotgun,
like new. $125
Reloading dies tor 222
& 223 $18 per set
Browning compound
bow, case & accessories, new strings
$135
227-6237
Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N 12th St
Murray
WASHER & dryer
(stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots Will
consider trades 7534109. 227-1546

NOW LF.ASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648 6066

PRI
MINIS
•iosicie cl,
sti
•Secun
*Safe
*We s
•We rer
75:7'

NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866
320
Apertments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
requirad 753-4109
1BR apartment & 1
roorn efficiency apartment, near campus,
available now. No pets.
No smoking. Call 270753-5980
1BR, price reduced
locations
various
RE 753Coleman
9898
4BR, CM/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
lst Full Mo Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
I BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-000-545•11133
Ext. 263
Equal opportundy
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. VVe
pay the electric bill,
water, trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only 6550/mo
You wort find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
plus
$425
MSU.
deposit. References
required
492-8069.
970-8412.
Most
2BR.
Large
Utilities Paid. No Pets,
1 5 miles from MSU
$550,mo Call 270767-9037
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus C/H/A. W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 293-3710 2934600
LARGE. 3BR. 2 full
bath. all appliances,
C/H/A, lawn service
227-5173
Nice 1BR, furnished
apartment for rent
270-753-3474

limes For Rent
& aBR Houses
Deposs
&
Lease
270-753
Required
4109
3BD. 2BA.6 miles from
Campus
MSU
Availability to board
Security
horses.
deposit & references
Available
required.
immediately. 270-7052939 or 270-761-3966
3BR, 1.5BA, in New
Concord, private setting. w/d hook UDS
$500/mo 4 deposit, references required. 2272082

CHURCF
pews anc
approxim
of grounc
KY
Call (800
or cell (9:
"G'ood"
tiongrad., ir

icte

LARGE 4bd. 2ba, hardwood floors, dishwasher, stove. fridge. washer. dryer hook-ups, ceiling fans. central air;
gas heat. fireplace.
large deck, fenced
back yard, large 2-car
garage, water and
trash included $925 1 year lease. references
and deposit required
Call 1270) 873-4791

A7-cr
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

FOR Rei
Building
Street
(502-314
details

Dachshu
$150 ear
270-705-

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

DOG Ob
(270)436

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

2005
Combiru
Trailer
$11,000

270-753-5562

4'
Squa

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
tor.,a 121S & ,.lendale
IOXIO $25 lOx15 $40
(2701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

Call
befo

Fuir
HOrSe

Find out what's I
happening
this summer... I

WARD ELKINS

Stall
S1
Hay
-10
of

270-2'
270

subscribe to Me

b05.E South 12th SI

6.000 seri
equippec
available
Located
Kentuclq
this unit
exterior
Mall entri
ac:oss
Cinernae
For mor
please r
Connors
2661.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Appikinces

(270) 753-1713

LEDGLR&TIMES

Kimball Artist Spinet
Piano $500 OBO 27°759-4336 leave message
Used alto saxophonebest offer Call after
4 00 293-1669

430

Home Delivery
I
LRCM! Mull
3 mo.
4.30.00
...
too.
3
.$35.00
6 mo. .....
1
......$109.00 6 mo.....- ......663.00

For Sale 2 beginner
rumpets 1 with mouth
piece, $100 1 wrthou
mouthpiece, $75 Call
and
270-752 0489
leave message

Articles
For Sale
2000 Golf-Cart. loaded
condition
Perfect
$2,500 080 270-759
4712
BABY -TODDLER
ITEMS Bed. Greco
Pack & Play, Swing,
Tub, 3 Bouncy Seats.
Toys. Little Tike Rock
Wall & Slide. Little Tike
Sand Box, Stroller, &
More (270) 227-5533

1997 Fleetwood 16x70.
2BR, 2BA. excellent
270-978condition.
9819 or 270-703-7634
3BR, 2BA,
2001.
28'x44'
Fleetwood
334-585-09.01 ask for
Betty

VISA

yr

$110.00

•
"iirr
I lou,
111 NA
41brli
.4ormt
41

Rest of KY/TN
Wary., BesliNNI

3ase.-..--$70.50

1.-gal

AU (hher

lus,d

Subscriptions
3 oto.
$75.00

6sts.-........-$90.00
I yr.----3120.00 I yr.
I ,
(heck
Money Order
Visa

•,,•

4145.00

natk
lo ma
hour

layort

M/('

iNTAI
I
letiti

Name

14x70 Atlantic, 2BR,
2BA on 2 acres New
Concord area 270227-1500 or 270-2271515
16X80 3BR, 2BA,
Fleetwood Must move
753-1856,
$13.500
227-2394
2BR & Lot, $12,900
270-753-6012
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11•1111.

koll kr
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MBC Storage

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
I
ISM Real Property
24/7 Surveillance
Professionals
1900 N. 12th St.
293-7872
Behind Murray Business Center

tri4stik,*

'LINES
F11. IA

Fn.10am
— lion.10
—Mon.12pm
— Mei 10la
— Tour.111.1111.
—Thur.12

753-290

ze

n ts

Relax. ernoy charming
KY Lake-front home.
3BR. 2BA. all appliances. storage building, private boat dock
on main channel. For
v ewing phone 270'293-3818, 270-7534095, 270-293-2153

SINVibee Oftwed

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming.
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839
H L FORD ELECTRii
270-435-4152 or
270-293-6902
NO JOB TOO SMALL
WAS1 I
MANAGEIVIEN 1
• Wed.
died I
•'Mali) t
759-1151 • 293-27831
293-27134
3.tanite
4 Marble

24/7 Surveillance

Climate Control
Electricity

VISA '

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-4853

NOW LEASING
2 8 3bedroom Apts
14e accept Section
8 vouchers
iply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Nednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
)D #1-800-648-6058

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Securtty alarmed
*Sale 8 clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Lake Property

SRGE 4bd, 2ba, hardpod floors, dishwash, stove. fridge, wash, dryer hook-ups. ce:1g fans. central air/
ts heat. fireplace,
rge deck, fenced
sck yard, large 2-car
srage. water and
ash included $925 1 tar lease. references
deposit required
all (270) 873-4791

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
Dachshund Puppies
$150 each Cash Only
270-705-6527

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
1270) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F

DOG-obedience
(270)436 2858

Farm Land for sale 72
/- acres located a
corner of Shoemake
in
Osborne
and
Offered by
Murray
SBG Real Property
Call
Professionals
Matt Jennings 270293-7872

Livestock & Supplies

KEY MINI AREHOUSES
850 St Rt. 121S
urray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Featherlite
2005
Horse
Combination
new.
Trailer. Like
$11.000. 270-293-5381
HAY
4 %%nettles
Square & Round
Call 270-753-884E1
before 8 00pm
Futrell Farms

J8/1. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
rimer i• 12i s & larr•lale
10)00 $25 10x15 $40
(270i 436-2524
1270i 293-6906

obscribes to ttle

Stall or Pasture
51251mo
Hay included .10 miles eat,t
of Murray

Close To Town and
beautifully remodledi
witn
2BA,
2BR,
garageishop, on
acre Many extras,
S129,900. FORSALEBYOWNER.COM
#22760093

'
Call
270-293-Z314 or
270-293.7315

FARM FOR SALEI
House 8 69 acres 27°474-8767 If no answer
leave message

1 E3Real Estate

°
iTINIES
Local Mall
mo.
mo.. yr.........

& Tomes i

',.01.•

iirouung

.363.00

11

11111,i • ,t

All Other rviaii
Subscriptions
375.00
•
R▪IO
-MAO
yr.
3145.08
Visa

314 Woodlawn
Avenue
3BR, 1 BA,
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293.3232
3BR, IBA, with large
shop North of Murray
753-0531.
3BR. 2BA 1,200sq.ft.
604 Sycamore. Gocd
starter or invest property. $62K.
270-227-2043

Florse Boarding

id out what's!
iappening
'is summer...'

FOR Sale 3BR, 2BA
Rustic Home on 10
acres 50x46 Shop witil
4 stall barn Built ir
2004 North Callowa:,
270-705-8701 or 27C
705-8702
old
FSBO, 3 year
3BR. 2BA 107 Pine St.
27G-559$59.500.
3385
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AMERICA'S Greatest
LAND BARGAIN!
Kentucky Lake
Depression-like pricing has spurred brisk
sales!
Incrediblo opportunity
to own a beautifully
rnmwcial PrOD
oi
wooded, estate-size
For Sale
homesite overlooking
spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake
CHURCH building,
in Kentucky Enjoy
pews and pulpit on
approximately. 1 acre
endless boating, fishing
of ground. Murray,
and skiing w/ your
KY
family, miles of tranquil
Call (800) 542-2827.
walking trails, shimor cell (931) 279-1267.
mering sunsets 8
"Good" to "Fair condipriceless
tionmemories Includes
Ready to usel
paved road frontage voi
all utilities completed
Fully buildable when
Commerical Prop. For Rare
you are ready Bank
will finance with little
money
6.000 square foot, fully
down Veasy terms
equipped restaurant
Come see why almost
available for lease
500 people have
within
Located
Kentucky Oaks Mall, bought - even in these
tough times. Call ms
this unit offers both an
now for a FREE map
exterior and interior
Mall entrances and sits 8 pictures plus a nopressure guided tour
the
from
ac:oss
1-800-704-3154,
Cinemark Theaters
x 3574
For more information
please contact Chris
Connors at 330-747Lots For SO
2661.
1414 Oakhill
Dr ,
Estates
FOR Rent:Commercial Campbell
Building on E,outh 4th 145x175tt perfect for
basement
Street. Contact Pam walkout
for 270-759-5469 or 270(502-314-8328)
978-0876
details.

r

8 4BR Houses
Deposi
ase
270-753
iquired
09
11). 2BA.6 miles from
Campus
SU
/affability to board
Security
irses.
posit 8 references
Available
quired.
.mediately 270-705139 or 270-761-3966
SR, 1.5BA, in New
)ncord, private setlg. w/d hook ups
i00/mo 4 deposit. refences required. 227/82.

YZ85 $1,200 660
Rhino $4 500 270436-6380
2008 Kawasaki Vulcan
900CC, 1,100 miles
$5,000, Call 270-2279518

GREAT Investment
Property and Move in
Ready'
2 bedroom. 1 bath
in
located
home
Recentiy
Murray.
reduced $27.900 For
more info
cail Tracy Wiiiiams
0 Campbell Realty
293-3467
TO view all homes
Calloway County go to
campbellreallycom

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
03 Honda Accord LX,
condition,
excellent
100K miles $8,000.
270-331-3291
1980 Mercedes 4.50SL
convertible, silver. both
tops 1997 Lincoln
Mark VIII black coupe,
loaded,
sunroof,
chrome Local cars.
$6,000
Gorgeous,
each. See at 1014
Sharpe. Call 404-313)051.
Iliad Trucks
2002 Chevy Silverado,
HD
Cab,
Crew
Durarnax, Diesel. 4x,
Tow Package $11.500
270-293-2512

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
-Lands.caping
leaf Vacuuming
%ati+taition guaranired
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
iA MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electrii'
Since 1956
24 moon suivica
Res . Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
iunk 8 tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Nome
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

T RAN'IS
ASPH A LT
ra,hie. %walk Lai iig
Si Hauling
I Os.1 I It %%

270-753-2279
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Floght Review
*Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624

530
Services Offered

510

460
Homes For Salo

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
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3301 St. Rt 12114.
753-8087
wershado,,.1, • 2\0,1;22
flour, S1111-110

HOlYtt T•WN
TREE. SE.,1: \
ilISLI/E13.""ois

allepensabw!

11 6S
f 0011.
'
F"'
:Free toMpAletabva,

70-2113-4489
7-3041

ROOF Leaking can a
435protessionai
4645
ROOFING Licensed
and luny irsured
Home
Adam's
Improvement
270-227-2617

Cawn_ Joe tlyrs ,xp 293Li814
LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates.
..farting at $15. 270.'53-2405. 270-9782441

•Commercial 8.
Residential
*Asphalt Installatio
& Maintenance
.40 yrs: experiencc

Oirict
Home/ Auto.
Plumbing. Carpentry,
.Light Electrical
Yar-tis. &
„ Mich More .
Joh Trx, Smn11
•

*Jacob
270-978-02-78

-

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
•Loeally owned
and operated
•Free Estimates
• Lic &
270-763-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Aug. 25, 2010:
This year, you swing back and
forth as you determine your
boundaries in key associations.
Sometimes you feel as if you
don't give enough. Other times
you feel as if you give too much.
While juggling this back and
forth, you discover greater selfdiscipline with finances and
other indulgences as well. If you
are single, you meet people with
ease. In fact, you will meet
someone you feel passionately
about. If you are attached, add
sparks and fire to your bond.
These feelings come from you
but will be returned. PISCES
can be challenging.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Take what a partner says
with a grain of salt. Others act
quickly. They also could release
frustration or anger. News filters
through the workplace. Give
yourself 24 hours to process it
and determine the appropriate
Tonight: Getting
response
much-needed space.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Meetings prove to be
substantial and the key to moving forward. Your creativity
surges Share some great ideas
that pop into your mind. Those
you deal with on a daily basis
could be out of sorts. Know that
good intentions surround your
associates. Tonight: Where people are.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might be called on to
push a project forward. Your
right-on.
is
dialog
inner
However, you note that your
efforts bring odd results, not
what was expected. Discuss a
better or more effective path with
a trusted partner Tonight: Talks
over dinner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Keep reaching out for
others at a distance, and stay on
top of communication. A personal situation could be in the back
of your mind. Handle this issue
as scon as possible so that you
can flourish and function 100
percent. Tonight: Discuss a
problem with a detached attitude.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Relate directly to others. Success is more likely if you
pursue conversations on a oneon-one level. Talk and discuss
your feelings directly. You might
waiver between wanting to take
immediate action and belnO
thoughtfi,'
and
receptive
Tonight: Don't forget to sche
i doctor's appointment. Tak,
.i new pastime.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Defer to others and go
with the flow. You could be prone
to spending, especially as you
seem to work through your feelings that way. Know that there
are other ways. Avoid taking any
risks when the negative result
could cause a problem. Tonight.
Defer to a partner.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Focus on the job at hand
YOu could be overwhelmed by
everything that lands on your
plate. You have the drive to deal
with everything. Your sense of
which approach will work best is
right-on Tonight Take some
time to renew your energy
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your creativity comes
forward when dealing with people and their issues. Once more,
be careful about swallowing your
feelings. You could be trying to

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs 435
4645

1(
Repair

3 CRETE, LLD
Concrete Repair
No (ob too small

ALL BRANDS

270-293-7971
www.3cretettc.com

Ward Ejlons
270-753-1713

SUDOKU

Suautru ts J number-placing puzzle based or, a 9,19 qrld
severa grsen numbers The WW1 iS to place the numbers 1 t
tne envy squares so Mat each row each column dnd each
3,13 box contains the same number only once The ddloculty level
ot the Concepts Suoottu increases from Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

Dior Green

3
7 8 4
6 2
5 9 1
8
1
9 7 5 4 6
5
2
9 1 2
5 8
2 6 4
4

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270)759-0501
Handyman Work

Services Catered

Answer to previous puzzle

9 3

4

2 5 1
8 7 6
4 9 7
3 8 2
6 1 5

2
3
9
5
4
8

8
6
5
2
1
7
3

7 6 5
7 9 8 4
4 1 2 3
3 6 1 8
6 5 7 9
9 3 4 2

1 4 9
7 8 2 5 6
7 2 3 4 6 5 8 9 1
5 6 8 9 1 2 4 3 7

**

by Jacqueline Bigar
handle more than you can possibly work through. Tonight: Open
up to a trusted fnend and discuss your feelings. This person's
feedback could be helpful.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Demands surround you. A
meeting provides plenty of ideas
to move a project forward.
Others also offer to pitch in. Your
abiiity to regenerate your financial perspective can make a big
difference. You feel pressured
by a boss. Tonight, Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Keep a conversation
moving, and refuse to lock on
any issue. You can always go
back and revisit this problem
with a new approach or perspective. Someone you look up to
indeed is changeable. Tonight:
Join friends for a casual dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You mean well, but your
aspirations could cost you a
pretty penny. Discussions bring
another way of handling money
You don't want to shoulder all
the responsibility. Tonight: Hop
on the web, surt and relax.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You are all SM11eS,
despite others' mood. Your goals
and perhaps even your immediate circle of friends could be in
the process of change. A partner
could swing between two strong
feelings, hence the ambivalence. Tonight: Someone lets
you know that he or she doesn't
agree and why in no uncertain
terms.
BORN TODAY
Celebrity chef Rachel Ray
(1968), actress Blake Lively
(1987), movie director Tim
Burton (1958).
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at wwwjacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Remember to pick
up any photographs
you submittea that
have been in the
Ledger and Times.
SUNDAY, AUGUSr 29• 2-4 P.M.
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•Private and Semi-Private Rooms
Available
•Medication Administration
•24 Hour Supervision
•Financial Assistance Available
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753-7109

Murray • www.ternterrace.com
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Fast Data Recovery Service!
GREAT JOB! - The RICO Team
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SIGNS' Call for Details,

"Professional Cost Effective Trade Show Displays...Real& Fast'
3812

US HWY 641 North

Murray. Kentucky 42071 • 1.270.767.0085
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Looking Back
Ten y ears ago
Offspring, a nanonal parenting magazine. named Murray.
Independent School District one
of the top 100 in the country.
reported
births
Recent
include a boy to Sherri and
Chad Rule.
The Murray State Volleyball
team took fourth place at the
Fiesta Bowl Invitational in
Flagstaff. Ariz.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of
Linda Rogers and Edna Vaughn
of the Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi presenting
a check for S2.500 to Euple
Ward. e xecutive director of
Need Line. This was from funds
from the annual arts and crafts
show held by the chapter at
the Fenton access area in Land
Between the Likes.
Winners of the Jeanne Falwell Memorial Golf Tournament at Oaks County Club were
Wanda Brow n and Vicki Singleton for women and Howard
Boone and Truman Whitfield for
men.
Mr. anti Mrs. Hugh Foster
will be married 50 years Sept.
7.
Thirty years ago
A 17-cubic yard self packing container, able to store up
to four days v.rorth of refuse,
was installed at Murray-Calloway County.. Hospital. The new
systeni will replace six twocubic yard containers formerly
used at the hospital.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Nfichael Plumley. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Etheridge and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Burkeen.
In high school football
games. Murray beat Reidland
and Calloway lost to Marshall.
Forty years ago
Army Pvt. Paul T. Henderson has been assigned to Com-

18th Battalion. 5th
pany
Center
Brigade.
Training
Armory at Fort Knox_
Births reponed include a boy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael T.
Jones. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip H. Hodges and a boy
to Mr. and N1rs. Ralph Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus T.
Paschall will be nuirried 50
years Sept. I .
Fifty years ago
Army Pvt. Tommie Diarnell.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Euclid
Darnell. has completed advance
individual tratiling at the Air
Defense Training Center. Fort
Bliss. Texas.
Recent births reported at
Nlurray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Hennan Ford.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Coles and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Hutchens.
N1urray High School Tigers
beat Russellville Panthers by
the score of 39 to 13 in the
opening football game of the
season at MHS.
Sixty years ago
Billy Rumfelt is field leader
of the Murray High School
Band. Majorettes are Letha
Lyons, Wanda Cable. Sue
McCuiston. Letricia Stokes.
Beverly White. Patsy Buchanan,
Fidelia Austin and Jane Baker.
State Representative Barkley
Jones gave a humorous talk on
"Flowers" at the guest night
dinner of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Meatus Swann. teacher in
the education department of
Freed-Hardeman College. Henderson, Tenn.. and Gladys
Swann, high school commerce
teacher at Hampshire. Tenn..
have resumed their teaching
duties after spending the summer with their father, W.F.
Swann of Lynn Grove.

COMICS / FEATURES
Bride fears bridesmaid adds
too much color to wedding
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 36-yearold woman v) ho has a 25-y.earold triend I love like a little sister. Because ot that connection. I
felt compelled to ask her to he
a bridesmaid in my upcoming
wedding
After she agreed. I overheitrd
her mention
she
that
uould be getting a large
tattoo on her
ann Because
knows
she
how I feel
about visible
1
tattoos.
asked her if
she'd wait six
months until
after the wedBy Abigail
ding. She and
Van Buren
the matron of
honor are scheduled to w.ear strapless. knee-length gowns.
She proceeded vi ith the tattcx)
and now has hall an arm of fullcolor design. I don't w atu her to
ruin niy. wedding or the photographs. I would feel guilty if I
had to force a jacket or sweater
on her or my matron of honor.
especially if the day is unseasonably hot. Vvhat should I do? -NO INK IN LOUISVILLE
DEAR NO INK: If your "little sister' cared as much about
your feelings as y-ou seem m about
hers. she would have postponed
getting the tattoo as you requested. Too had she didn't.
However, weddings are more
than the procession and the picture album. They are about loving friends and family and the
joining of two people who intend
to build a life together. If you're
worried about the pictures. pose
*Sis" so her "canvas" can't be
seen by the camera.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: Seven years ago.
my husband. 'John." had an affair

that resulted in the birth ot a
child. Although it P2As L11111CUll.
John and I stayed together and
our marriage is hetter than ever.
My husband supports "Take
financially. and sees her whenever he can. The adults have all
managed to create a coidial. working relationship for Talids sake.
Taira spends a few weeks with
us dunng school breaks When I
go out with her and run int()
acquaintances. they'll ask, 'Who's
this." I v)ill give her name, hut
sometimes the press for mote
Many of our frienos know we.‘c
been married for a long time with
only one child together. (Our
daughter is in college.)
My question is -- is Talia my
stepdaughter? Is there a simple
way of ansxxering these questions
without making anyone uncomfonable, especially Talia? PAPTTIME MOMMY
PART-T1ME
DEAR
MOMMY: Yes. Talia is your stepdaughter, and you can introduce
her that way or refer to her as
John's daughter. Either would be
coffee'.
DEAR ABBY: What is the
polite way to correct a child who
is being rude in your home while
her mother, who is present. does
absolutely nothing? -- DISCIPLINARIAN IN TRACY. CALIF.
DEAR DISCIPLINARIAN:
Here's how I'd handle it. I would
get down to the child's eye level
and say': "Honey, I have certain
rules in my house. When you're
1.
here. I expect you to
Do you understand?"
You cannot expect a child who
may. not have been taught basic
manners by his (or her) mother
to know what you expect unless
you spell it out sweetly arid
And if the bad behavior persists. I would socialize with the
child's mother only. one-on-one.

By Tbe As.sociated Pres.s
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 24. the
236th day of 2010. There are 129
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 24. A.D. 410, Rome
was overrun by the Visigoths. a
major event in the fall of the
Western Roman Empire.
On this date:
In A.D. 79. long-dormant Mount
Vesuvius erupted. burying the
Roman cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum in volcanic ash. an estimated 20.000 people died.

In 1932. Amelia Earhart
embarked on a I9-hour flight trom
Los Angeles to Newark. N.J.. making her the first woman to fly
sole.. non-stop, from coast to coast.
In 1949, the North Atlantic
Treaty came int() force.
In 1954. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower signed the Communist Control Act. outlauing the
Communist- Party in the United
Stales.
In 1968. France became the
world's fifth thermonuclear power
as it exploded a hydrogen bomb

in the South Pacific.
In 1970. an explosives-laden
an left by anti-war extremists blew
up outside the University of Wisconsin's Sterling Hall in Madison. killing 33-year-old researcher
Robert Fassnacht.
In 1989. Baseball Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti (juh-MAH'tee) banned Pete Rose from the
game for betting on his own team.
the Cincinnati Reds. The Voyager
2 space probe flew by Neptune.
sending back striking photographs.
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Meds make reader dizzy
DEAR DR. GOTT: I AM constantly dizzy. I was taking 160 milligrams of Drovan lor a long time.
hut my' doctor changed me to 150
nullignuns of Tektuma. Now I'm
dizzy on that. My blood pressure is
118/66. so what cause+ the dizziness'!
DEAR
READER:
There are a
of
number
for
causes
dizziness,
including vertigo. benign
paroxysmal
positional
vertigo.
Meniere's
disease.
inflammation
By
Dr Peter Gott of the inner
ear. migraine
headaches and as 9 result of using
specific medications. Dizziness can
also result from specific medications, low-blcx)d-pressure readings
hy.potension I. Parkinson's and
other neurological disorders, nerve
diunage to the legs. inner-ear abnormalities and anxiety.
Your first step is to work with
your physician to deter-ft-tine the
cause of your hypertension. If there
is an underlying condition such as
an inappropriate diet. excessive salt
consumption, obesity or lack of
exercise, take steps to bnng the
matter under control.
Both medications you have heen
prescribed treat hypertension.
Diovan carries such side effects as
diarrhea.
headache.
back/joint/stomach pain and dizziness. Tektuma does not carry a side
effect of dizziness.
You didn't indicate what your
blood-pressure readings were pnor
to being placed on medication.
While I don't know the specific
numbers your physician is hoping
to achteve. you might consider asking if you can reduce the dosage of
your Tekturna. While it doesn't
come in doses smaller than 150 milligrams, perhaps you can take halfdoses. if approptiate.

Dr. Gott

To provide related information. I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Hypenension.DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it safe to
have blood drawn while on a blood
thinner'
DEAR READER: Yes. it is
When you cut yourself. the hody's
defenses kiek in to halt the bleeding
by forming a clot. 'The process is
known AS coagulation and is how
things should happen. On the other
hand. without that cut and with
blood moving through yout veins
and artenes. clots should not occur
Unfortunately. they do, and for a
number of reasons. When they
occur. a physician will likely prescribe a drug to bnng the disorder
in line. Some of the causes are
inhented. such as sticky platelet
syndrome or factor V Leiden, some
are acquired. such as occurs with
HIV/AlDs. inflammatory bowel
syndrome. obesity, trauma and hormone-replacement therapy. These
conditions and a host of others must
be checked pencxhcally with laboratory. testing so a primary-care
physician or hematologist can correctly monitor a patient. The testing
performed is commonly a PT/INR
and may include a PTT. Simply put,
a physician will be able to determine through test results how fast
your blood is clotting and whether
your medication should be modified.
As an example. people may take
prescnption Coumadin (warfarin)
to reduce the formation of blcxxl
clots. This anticoagulant works to
prevent heart attack and thxs from
occurring_ There are specific ranges
a physician wants a patient to
remain in. and the only way to
achieve that goal is by testing on a
regular basis while the patient is on
the drug. Once the fine-tuning
occurs and a patient is stable on a
specific dosage. testing might only
he necessary on a monthly.. basis.
Vv'hile we commonly refer to
Coumadin or warfarin as a blood
thinner, the drug is actually an anticoagulant, as there is no medication
that actually. -thins" the bkx)d.
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BUMSTEAD!
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To-ROOM"
AND GET BACK
TO WORK!!

Can You
Match This?
Dear
Heloise: How
do I get a
to
store
ATC 1-1
ANOTHER ')
for
PRICE
s.onc
the
item?
I want to
give my' business to my favorite
store. but another has a better
price on something 1 need. -- A
Reader, via fax
Lots of stores today match pnces
to keep customers coming back.
We spoke to a few big-box stores
and mega-retailers. and they told
us that they are happy to match
prices. with certain stipulations. The
items must be EXACTLY the same,
and the lower-priced item must
be featured in a current advertisement.
They most likely cannot match
prices on items from wholesale
clubs. One store said to go to the
customer-service desk with the
price-match advertisements. and
another said the cashiers will honor
the requests. Even if a store is
not able to pnce-match, it's always
a smart move to ask. -- Heloise
MEDICATION CONTAINER
Dear Heloise: I take several

bY

Sibiu

meds in the morning, which I
keep in a pill organizer. The organizer is opaque. so I can't see
through it. On some mornings. 1
found that I had forgotten to take
my meds. Now I leav.e the little
tab open after I take the meds.
That way, I can tell at a glance
if I have taken them. -- John, via
11,11,0TH BAGS
Dear Heiolse: Instead of purchasing gift bags for presents I give.
I am now buying reusable cloth
bags at grocery stores and drugstores to wrap presents. The
reusable cloth bags cost about the
same as gift bags, the store usually' donates the proceeds of the
sale of the bags to chanty. and
the recipient has a useful bag. in
addition to the gift. We all are
looking for ways to reuse, reduce
and recycle, so it's a win-win situation. -- Marion Buxton. Moorpark. Calif.
EYEBROW TWEEZING
Dear Ileloise: I'm always pinching my' skin x.x.hen 1 tweeze my
eyebrows. and it is so frustrating
and painful. I decided to try a
new approach. I sprayed two fingers with hair spray, and starting
on the outside, I rubbed the sprayed
fingers toward my nose. It made
all the hairs stand up, and 1 could
pluck without pinching myself. It's
such a relief and so easy. -- Patty.
,••

via e-mail
TOWEL OPTION
Dear Heloise: When compat”
comes to your home and goes
into the bathroom to wash their
hands, they probably. question
whether they should dry. their hands
on a family towel or use the clean
guest towel kept for show.
I have installed a paper-towel
hanger in each ol my bathrooms,
and find that they are always used
by my, guests. I know I would be
grateful to he able to use a paper
towel v..hen visiting others. It seems
more sanitary. also. -- Virginia in
Atizona
SHOPPING HELPER
Dear Heloise: I have some
minor health problems. and shopping sometimes is a difficult chore
for me. I discovered that if I call
ahead. most stores are happy to
provide an employee to help mc
-- A Reader, via fax
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210
HELO1SE or e-mail it to
Heloisetat1Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my' column.
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GOVERNOR'S CUP: KENTUCKY AT LOUISVILLE
SEPT.4 III 2:30 P.NI.•PAPA JOHN'S CARDINAL STADIUNI

Hartline, Froman tabbed starters
KENTUCKY, LOUISVILLE BOTH
NAME QUARTERBACKS FOR
ANNUAL RIVALRY GAME
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky quarterback Mike
Hartline and his Louisville counterpart Adam Froman both feel
they give their teams the best
chance to win.
Their coaches agree.
Monday they were named the
starters for their respective squads

after months of having every
throw and every ckcision broken
down during hani-fought position
battles against mostly younger
ccmpetition.
The two seniors will face oft'
on Sept. 4 when the Wildcats
travel to play the Cardinals in the
Govemor's Cup.
Kentucky coach Joker Phillips
said Hartline clearly beat out

wer
9

sophomore
Morgan
Newton
and
rcdshirt freshman
Ryan
Mossakowski
, to be the opening game starter
for the third
Fromm
straight season.
"The experienced guy is playing fast. he's being more efficient
with things we want to get done."
Phillips said. "We feel like he's
the guy."
Hartline has struggled with
accuracy and staying healthy dur-

ing his career. He threw for 802
yards and six scores a year ago
but went down with a knee injury
against South Carolina and never
fully recovered.
Finally healthy, he'd like to
hold onto the job for an entire
season.
"Experience, I think. was a
key factor," Hanline said. "I still
have that acceleration as far as
playing fast and keeping with the
guys on the field."
Froman. like Hartline, had
trouble staying heidthy last seaII See QUARTERBACKS, 10

JONATHAN PALMER

PRF P GIRLS SOCCER

Eight is
great

'Double'du
REGULARSEASON,TOURNEY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
GOALS FOR
RACERS

LADY LAKERS POUND
TRIGG COUNTY,
IMPROVE TO 3-0
Staff Moped
Calloway County continued to pound
opponents with an incessant offensive
attack. stringing together eight goals
Monday night to take an 8-2 victory over
Trigg County in Cadiz.
En route to amassing a 34)record early
this season. the Lady Laker% have scored
18 goals. notching eight apiece in two
games.
Hannah Scarborough earned a hat tnck
Monday and helped Calloway strike first
with 22 minutes remaining in the first halt
when she scored off an Attie Daniel corner
kick.
The Lady Laker% tacked on anothcr
goal before halftime when Emily
Chrisman scored on an assist from Neely
Gallimore with 8:11 remaining, sending
Calloway into the break with a 2-0 advantage.
In the second half. Scarborough scored
her second goal of the night on a Chrisman
assist with 31 mimites left.
Trigg scored both of its goals in the second half, getting the first with 29 minutes
remaining and the second with 21 minutes
left. cutting the lead down to 3-2.
But at the I8-minute mark, Neely
Gallimore gave Calloway some breathing
room. scoring on an assist by Megan
Pittenger.
'The Lady Lakers then began to pour on
the offense. Three minutes later. Pittenger
scored on a Gallimore assist. then
Scarborough completed the hat trick two
minutes later off a Chrisman assist.
Gallimore scored her second goal of the
night with 10:20 remaining off a Pittenger
assist before Pittenger scored the final
goal of the evening off a Chrisman assist
with 5:20 left on the cltx:k.
Gallimore and Pittenger each finished
with two goals and two assists apiece
while Chrisman had three assists on the
night.
Freshman goalkeeper Devyn Poston
notched seven saves on the night.
Head coach Mike Harlan recognized
defenders Cheyenne Maddox, Paige
Paschall. Sara Wann and Kayla Grady..
who has subbed for injured Kaylee
Williams. with providing outstanding
defense over Calloway's first three games.
The Lady Laker% delve into 2nd
District play for the first time tonight, traveling to Marshall County for a 7 pill.
match.

By TOMMY MAID
Sports Editor
By now, Beth Acreman is getting
accustomed to delivering historic firsts
to the Murray State soccer program.
In 2009, the fourth year of her
tenure, the Racers enjoyed their firstever Ohio Valley Conference tournament title and trip to the NCAA
Tournament. A year earlier, they had
eamed the program's first regular-season conference crovim.
Now, for Murray State's seven seniors, there's only one goal left to be
accomplished.
Pull the double.
Winning both the regular-season
title and the conference toumament,
known to Acreman and her players as
'the double', would be the pinnacle of
soccer achievement in the OVC.
And even it their coach shies away
from talking about it, this squad — the
most veteran. experienced team
Acreman has fielded in her tenure —
See RACERs, 10

2010 NCAA SOCCER
Murray State
Coach: Beth Acrernan (51h season. 39-31-9
at MSU)
Last year: 11-9-2 (5-2-1. OVC)
Who's back: Olivia Hernme (GK). Tara Isbell
(GIS). Ashley Fraser IP). Laken Dukes (M),
Map Nordahl (0). Rachel Wright (F/M),
Sophe HargreaveS (M), Rebecca Shuitz 10),
Jenelle Cunningham (D). Danielle McMurray
(FM) Ka111 McCoy (F). Veronika Pribyslavska
(Di. Gina Killion (DIA). Katie wrson (NI).
Audrey VVilson (0). Rachel Longley (D)
Who's new: Shauna Wicker WM). Jolhan
Russell (Mi. Charlotte Trondsen 10). Hanna
Moellerstad (WF), Nastazia Chrostodoutou
Outlook: Acreman beefed up the Racers'
schedule on an attempt to pull the 'double. —
winning the conference regular season and
tournament crowns She says lids os the most
veteran, expenenced team she has fielded in
her tive-year tenure at Murray State and the
Racers are balanced all over the held

HOME GANES IN ALL CAPS
'— Racer CieSSC at Cutchm Fsekl
'— at home sste os regular-season champan

courtesy Of Fred Mul/Ane

Murray State forward/midfielder Danielle McMurray possesses the ball during a game against Evansville
last season at Cutchin Field McMurray, a sophomore, tied for first in the Ohio Valley Conference with
five assists in 200S.

PRI l' I TZ(

«
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Speed runs past field to take first in opener
The meet was the first of the season
and featured thc Tigers. Graves
County. anti Obion County Central
(Tenn.) with small contingents from
several other schools.
Speed, a senior. ran away from the
Murray did not field enough runpack trom the beginning of the race, ners to compete as a (cant on the boys
finishing with a time of 19 minutes. side. and finished third on the girls
23.12 seconds anti coming in more side.
than 10 seconds ahead of Graves
The Lady. Tigers were paced by
County's Garren Bell.
Heatherly Paschall. who turned in a

MURRAY SENIOR RUNS FULTON
COUNTY COURSE IN 19:23.12
3a

Staff Report
2010
Steven Si eed kicked ott
cross country season in style for
Murray. taking first place at the
Advantage Quad Series I meet at
Fulton County on Monday'.

A;

Kentucky quarterback Mike Hartline fields questions from
the media during media day at Commonwealth Stadium in
Lexington on Aug. 6.

MSU SOCCER

RACERS'SCHEDULE
Aug. 20: at Beriarmine (r, 0-0). 22, at Saatt Louts(T
0-0). 27: SOUTH FLORtDA• (2 p rrt 1 29. ALABAMA
AKIO' i230pm)
Sept. 3: at Tulsa 47 35 p m St at Oklahoma St (I
P m t. 10: IPFW 13 m I 12: at SIVE 11 Pm I,
LOU!SiANA TECH (3 p m 19: WESTERN MICHIGAN !II a m ) 24: at Eastern Kentucky (3 p m I, 26:
at Morehead St (noon)
Oct. 1: JACKSONVILLE ST (3 p m I, 3: AUSTIN
PEAY (I p m I, 67 at Evansville (7 p m ). 6: TEN.
NESSEE TECH 43 p m 17: at UT Marbn(2 p m I. 22:
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 43 rn 24: at Eastern
Illmoss(I p
.
Nov. 4-7: OVC Toumarnehl

12113
CIO
GIII

8

SPORTS

time of 27:45.23. Other finishers for
Murray included Becca Kilby, Darby
Woods. Mary Lou Hoffacker and
Emily Bloemer.
On the boy.s side. Michael Speed,
Bobby Laleret and Aaron Wilson also
finished.
Murray and Calloway County will
both take pan in the Heath Invitational
on 'Thursday..

PREP GOLF

Tigers squeak
past Graves
Staff Report
Murray edged Graves County by,. two
strokes in a match at Miller Memorial
Golf Course Monday.
The Tigers shot 171 as a team to beat
out the Eagles' 173 in what was a home
match for Murray at thc Murray State
cours.e.
Jordan Smith led the Tigers and the
field with a 38. anti was backed up b!,
lames Boone, who shot a 41, la). Roth.
who turned an a 45. and Blake Graham.
who rounded out the top four with a 47.
e See GOLF, 10

SPORTS
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Cobb embraces role as
`face' of Wildcat football

Lady 'Tigers
fall to
Tilghman in
three sets

SCOREBOARD
SOME NUM

LIFE
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STRONG FIRST
SET NOT
ENOUGH TO LWT
CALLOWAY

By VALI. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. tAP) The competitor in Randall Cobb
was evident early.
The Kentucky receiver's
video game battles with his older
brother lasted well past Cobb's
bedtime when the siblings were
growing up in eastern Tennessee.
Night after night they played
John Madden football. Each time
Cobb lost --- which was usually
-- Cobb would mash the reset
button.
"I wouldn't quit until 1 beat
him," said the junior wide
receiver said. "Some days, it
took a l0000ng time."
Cobb hates to lose. He is
obsessed with it, actually.
"He's the kind of guy. it doesn't matter if it's horseshoes, he's
going to find a way to beat you,"
said offensive coordinator Randy
Sanders. "If he's got to tluow
five ringers to win. he'll do it."
It's a mentality that has paid
off well at a school where consistent success has been elusive.
That's slowly changing, and
Cobb has been tasked with helping the Wildcats continue their
move toward respectability in
Southeastern
tough
the

sruaar aLEitallotadarFa
SCOREBOARD

Staff Report
Paducaf
up
tired
A
Tilghman seized momenturi
from Murray in Monday night's
decisive third set and didn•I
look back, taking a three-set
victory from the Lady Tigers in
Paducah.
Murray took the first set 2523. then dropped the second by
PHIL SANDLIN AP
the same score and fell 15-10 in
This photo taken Oct. 25, 2008 shows Kentucky quarterthe final set.
back Randall Cobb (18) gaining ground with Florida
The Lady Tigers fell to 8-4
end Carlos Dunlap (8) unable to stop.
defensive
on the season while Tilghman
passing offense with 39 catches
improved to 6-3.
Conference.
Murray notched 25 kills as a
"This is his team, penod," and four touchdowns.
He was even better lining up
team. served 1() aces, had 33
said coach Joker Phillips. 'This
digs and added three blocks.
is his football team. He's the guy in the backfield as part of the
Catherine Claywell conthat makes us go. He's the heart- "WildCobb" package. sconng 10
times despite little suspense
tributed 14 kills and had 1.5
beat."
blocks. six digs and one ace.
Cobb scored 15 touchdowns about what would happen when
Lauren Dieleman dished out 19
last season despite being the only the ball is snapped. Cobb took
assists and contributed three
reliable offensive threat. Easily over 110 snaps out of the
kills, three aces. four digs and a
the team's best receiver, he led WildCobb last year and threw it
block.
Kentucky's otherwise anemic just 13 times
Amanda Winchester added
three kills. eight digs and .5
blocks while Shelby Crouch
0-0-2 after two scoreless ties at
had four kills, two aces and an From Page 9
Bellarmine and St. Louis this
assist.
Weekend
This
sights.
their
has it well within
past weekend. will play a physiChelsea Hill notched one
"We never really want to say
Racer Classic
cal brand of possession-onented
kill. an ace and six digs.
Friday
that's something we're going to
soccer.
The Lady Tiger junior varsi- accomplish, but it's a goal the
2 p.m
Murray St vs South Florida
4 30 p m
SE Missoun vs Ala A&M
Murray State led the league
ty squad lost in three sets as girls have come up with." says
Sunday
fouls and yellow cards in
both
in
well, falling 21-18. then win- Acreman, the 2008 conference
noor
SE klissoun vs South Ronde
2009. both by wide margins.
ning 21-19 and dropping the coach of the year, who embarks
Murray St vs Alabama AdM 2 30 p m
"We're definitely a possesfinal set 17-15.
on her fifth season this fall.
sion-style team." Acreman said.
Murray's freshmen won in
''It's something as a coach I are surprisingly few superstars.
two sets, 21-19 and 27-25.
Senior goalkeeper Tara "Every so often, depending on
want us to be able to do, but 1
The Lady Tigers take the obviously. realize there's a lot Isbell. a Mayfield native. was who we're playing, we might
court again on Thursday. when that has to happen before we can the only. Racer to lead an OVC play more direct. We Jefinitely
they travel to crosstown rival get the double. It's the end prod- statistical category in 2009 - like keeping the ball on the
Calloway County for a 7 p.m. uct of a lot of hard work. •
the shutouts per game category., ground and getting a lot of playI think that's more
4th District match
But if there is any team in the which measures a keeper's ers involved.
to coach, but we have a
Ballard Memorial 2,
OVC capable of pulling off the shutouts against games played. difficult
now who know
Callosvay Co. 0
feat, which has happened only Isbell took top honors with 0.46 lot of returnees
what to expect."
Ballard Memorial rebounded three times since soccer became per game.
Acreman said she won't set a
from a loss in the First Region a conference-sanctioned sport in
Sophomore forward and midlineup. and will continAll 'A' Classic this past week 1991i. it's likely Acreman's fielder Danielle McMurray tied starting
end with a straight-set victory Racers. who were picked No. 1 for first with six other players in ue to evaluate players from
over Calloway County Monday in the preseason poll voted on total assists with five on the sea- practice to practice as she has
done throughout her tenure.
night in La Center.
by coaches and sports informa- son.
Racers
different
Though the scoreboard did- tion directors.
The Racers were the No. 2 Fourteen
more than five starts
n't show a victory for the Lady
There will be plenty of panty team in the league in goals received
Lakers. head coach Samantha in the league this season, how- scored, but no player ranked last season.
Fans will get their first
Hobbs said she saw progress in ever Morehead State, which higher than fourth on the indichance to catch the Racers
her team during a hard-fought took the tournament title from vidual leader list.
25-23 first set
Kalli McCoy scored six locally this weekend as
the Racers in 2009 and won the
Calloway didn't fare as well regular-season crown last year, while McMurray. Nicole Evans Acreman and company host the
in the second set. falling 25-9 came in a close second in the and Sophie Hargreaves all Racer Classic, playing host to
and dropping to 2-6 on the sea- poll and actually. canted more scored five. pnwiding a balance South Florida at 2 p.m. Friday
Alabama A&M at 2:30 p.m.
son.
first-place votes than Murray on which Acreman pndes her- and
Sunday.
Deta Hale notched five State.
self.
South Floiida comes to
points for the Lady Laker%
"Sometimes injuries occur,
Tennesee-Martin is also a
while also contributing three force to be reckoned with, gar- so it's nice I have a group that a Cutchin Field after posting a 9assists, an ace and a kill. Katlyn nering two first-place votes.
lot of them can score goals," she 8-3 record in 2009 while facing
rough-and-tumble Big East
Cook added three points. two
"The OVC is getting harder said. "A lot of them can play
the competition. Playing the Bulls is
aces and an assist.
and harder every year," says multiple positions. and in
Kristen Dennis scored a Acreman. "We'll all be gunning long run that really helps. We just one example of a strengthpoint and contributed two kills for each other. but with us going don't want the weight just on ened non-conference schedule
Acreman hopes will help her
while Allison Rogers notched to thc NCAA and winning the one person's shoulders."
four points. dished out five OVC tournament last year,
The Racers are balanced in club at touniament time.
The Racers also travel to
assists and added two kills. we're probably the team every- another way as well -Lexie Watson added one assist one else is going to want to Acreman's seniors are spread Tulsa on Sept. 3 and Oklahoma
and five kills. and Ashleigh come in and beat."
throughout the field, including State, which finished the 2009
with an RPI of 37th in
Wolfe also had a point and a
If Murray State does bring at keeper. where Isbell was season
nation, on Sept. 5.
kill.
home more hardware this sea- named Player of the Week by the
''Our main goal is to see if we
Ballard Memorial improved son. it will likely be because of the National Soccer Coaches
get back to the NCAA. and
can
after
America
of
to 6-3 on the season.
Association
the leadership and expenence of
In junior varsity action, the Acreinan's seven seniors as well she posted three consecutive I think you have to put higher
Lady Lakers took the match to as a balance of talent not seen shutouts during the Racers' run level teams on your schedule."
three sets but couldn't pull off anywhere else in the conference. through the OVC tournament Acternan said "We want playing teams like that to be somevictory. falling 16-21, 21-19,
For a team that has earned last year.
16-21.
As usual under Acreman, the thing that occurs throughout the
the accolades the Racers have
Chance Overbey scored six over the past two seasons, there Racers. who started the season season. not just at (he end."
points, served two aces and
added a dig for Calloway.
In freshman action. Ballard
scored a 21-11, 21-13 win.
Earlena Sheets paced the lead Graves County.
Emily Vasterling had seven From Page 9
Murray returns to the course
Tigers with a 48 while
points and two aces for the
Lady
Graves
Dustin Shultz led
traveling to Boots
today,
Hannah
from
52
a
got
Lady Lakers.
Murray
with a 40.
Golf Course at Lake
Calloway returns to the court
On the girls side, the Lady. Williams, a 58 from Beth Randolph
Thursday, hosting Murray at 7 Eagles shot a team 194 to beat Graham and a 59 from Grace Barkley' State Resort Park to
take on Trigg County and
p.m. in volleyball's version of Murray. which turned in a team Campbell.
Calloway County at 4 p.m.
to
41
a
shot
Choate
Daphne
the Crosstown Classic.
217.

•Racers

KHSAA Sports Today
Prep Boys Soccer
Monday
No games scheduled
Today
Calloway Co al Community Christian 5
pm
St Mali at Murray (All 'A' Classic) 7 15
Pm
Prep Girls Soccer
Monday
Calloway Co 8 Trigg Co 2
Today
SI Mary at Murray (All A Classic), 5'45
p rn
C440.404 Co ai Mareitill Co 7 p m.
Prep Volleyball
Moniay
Ballard Memorial 2 Calloway Co 0 (2522 25-9)
Paducah Tilghman 2 Murray 1123-25
25-23, 15-101
Today
no games scheduled
Major League Baseball
American League
Ali Times CDT
By The Axsociated Press
East Division
W L Pct GB
77 48 616
New York
77 48 616 Tampa Bay
72 54 571 5 1/2
Boston
65 59 52411 1,2
Tc>nonto
33
44 81 352
Baltimore
Central Division
W L Pct 011
72 53 576 Minnesota
67 57 540 4 1/2
Chicago
10
62 63 496
Detroit
19
53 72 424
Kansas City
50 74 40321 1/2
Cleveland
West Division
W L Pct GB
70 54 565 Texas
61 62.496 8 1i2
Oakland
9
62 64 492
Los Angeles
49 76 39221 12
Seattle

it) 6 05 p m
Cleveland iCarrnona
N Y Yankees (Moseley 3 2) at Toronto
(Rzepczynski 1 1) 6 07 p m
Seattle (Pauley 2 41 at Boston (Beckett
3 31 6 10 p m
Minnesota (Pavan° 15-8) al Texas
(C Lewis 9-10) 7 05 p m
Baltimore (Guthrie 7-12) at Chicago
Whae Sox (Floyd 8-10) 7 10 p m
Tamps Bay(W Davis 9-9) al L A
Angels IE Santana 13 61 9 05 p m
National League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associsted Press
East Division
L Pct LiF3
W
-73 52 584
Atianta
70 54 565 2 1/2
Philadelphia
10
61
504
62
Florida
62 62 50010 12
New York
20
53 72 424
Washington
Central Division
W L Pct GB
72 53 576 Cincinnati
68 54 557 2 1f2
St Lotxs
59 65 47612 1/2
Milwaukee
55 69 44416 1/2
Houston
52 74 413201/2
Chicago
31
41 84 328
Pittsburgh
West Division
W L Pct GB
74 49 602 San Dvego
70 56 556 5 1/2
San Francisco
60 51610 1/2
64
Colorado
12
63 62 504
Los Angeles
26
49 76 392
Anzona

Monday s Games
Detroit 12. Kansas City 3
Toronto 3. N Y Yankees 2
Boston 6. Seattle 3
Texas 4, Minnesota 0
Tampa Bay 4. L A Angels 3
Tuesday's Games
KansPs City (Davies 6-7) at Detroit
(Porcelto 5-11), 6 05 p m
OakInnd (G Gonzalez 10-81 at

moroloys Garnet
Chicago Cubs 9. Washington 1
3,
Houston Philadelphia 2
St Louis 10, Pidsburgh 2
Colorado 5. Atlanta 4
Sari Francisco 11 Cincinnati 2
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs aambrano 4-6) at
Washington (Lannan 5-5), 6:05 p m
Houston (Norris 6-7) at Philadelphia
(Harnels 7-10). 6'05 p m
St. Louis (Wainwright 17-7) at
Pittsburgh (Methoim 7-12), 6:05 p m
F1onda (Jo Johnson 11-5) at N Y Mets
(Dickey 8-5), 6:10 p m
L A Dodgers (Lilly 7-8) at Milwaukee
(Bush 6-10). 7 10 p m
Atlanta (D Lowe 11-111 at Colorado (De
La Rosa 4-4), 7 40 p m
Anzona (R Lopez 5-11) et San Diego
(Richard 11-5). 9 05 p m
Cincinnati (Tr Wood 4-1) at San
Francisco (J Sanchez 9-8). 915 p m

•Quarterbacks
Froman viewed himself as tfie
From Page 9
incumbent from the beginning
son.
Charlie
He threw for 1,354 yards and even as new head coach
six touchdowns and proved to be Strong declared the competitain
capable making plays with his wide-open.
"It's the mentality you have to
feet behind an inexperienced
offensive line. The junior college have,"['roman said.
Froman's mobility should help
transfer edged senior Justin
line
Burke and sophomore Will Stein behind a reshuffled offensive
in
playing
experience
has
he
and
diffourth
Louisville's
to become
Framan
ferent season-opening quarter- a Spread offense, though
knows his job is to get the ball in
back in the last four y.ears.
run"He was the most productive," the hands of playmakers like
said Louisville offensive coordi- ning back Victor Anderson.
"I hope 1 give the defense
nator Mike Sanford. who pointed
about,"
to Frornan's strong play in last something to worry
put them
Saturday's scrimmage as a decid- Human said. "I want to
in a hind."
ing factor.

10.-

I IP- r-

Weir

"Awl'a
oni y $24 99
channeisv'e

Per Month
(for 12 months)

rammer prong nolo.HD mare ApeonetisrehicreverePapH0* Sting

PADUCAH LOCAIA CHANNELS
NOW AVAILABLE IN

1116111-DEFINnION!
Wood Electronics
403 Maple St(On the Court Square)

Murray, KY

•Golf

753-0530
MurravDISH.com

liar
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SPIC/AttS
SUNDAY -'3.00 Off Any Large Pizza
MONDAY NIGHT WINGS - 29c Buffalo Wings
TUESDAY 10" Pizza (1 Topping)
• DOESN'T Kill YOU MAK.E.S. YOU STRONGER.

THURSDAY THURS-TINIS
Chicken Tenders
Ceklwafer Rd • Wm rat, N112071

FREE
APPETIZER

WEDNESDAY HI HP D4)
Any Burger w/Fries

with Entree Purchase
•
„

In. Inh f . 0m

2701534111

Before

SHOPPES OF MURRAY •(270) 762-0022

